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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most connnon topics in our professional magazines and 
certainly a much-discussed topic in our professional meetings, either 
on the town, state or national level, is merit rating for teachers. 
Many questions and ma~ answers have been reviewed, discussed and 
analyzed. Ma~ prompt and definite opinions on the subject of merit 
rating have been offered. 
One significant fact was apparent to the writers of this paper. 
There is an alarming lack of good, scientifically researched and docu-
mented material on the subject of merit rat:ing. 
There is, in fact, no apparent agreement among administrators as 
to exactly what should be meant by the term Merit Rating. 
Stat ement £f. the problem. In the initial reading done on the 
subject of merit rating, the writers of this thesis found that there 
were three recurring questions that appeared in many of the articles on 
this subject. These questions were often asked, but seldom answered. 
The first question was, "What is the superior teacher and by what 
cr iteria do we judge her?" The second question was, "Who shall evaluate 
a teacher?" The t hird question was, "By what means or device do we 
measure the quality of a teacher?" 
Eoston Universi~Y 
S~ool of Educat~on 
LibrarY. 
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The writers of this paper have attempted to review all the peri-
odical literature between the years 19~8 and 1958 with emphasis being 
placed on the three areas we refer to as: (1) Criteria for Evaluation, 
(2) Evaluators; and (3) Instruments for Measurement. 
Justification. We are now living in an era of keen competition 
for serious scientific research and study. MUch has been written about 
the unfortunate void of good science teachers that we are experiencing in 
our country at the present time. Of one thing we are certain, we need 
good teachers. 
Russia published the information that they pa,y their teachers con-
siderably more than their factory workers, but in the United states of 
America it has been known to be true that teachers are paid, in some 
cases, lower than unskilled laborers. Folsom notes this very fact when 
he states: 
A recent survey by the Office of Education indicates that the 
average starting salary for school teachers is approximately 
$1,000 a year less than the average salary for starting workers 
in major industrial and business concerns. 
He then goes on to mention that: 
••• the Soviet Union reports that its teachers receive about 
three times the pay of Soviet factory workers and top flight 
college professors may receive as much as sixteen times the 
pay of factory workers.2 
lMarion B. Folsom, "Teacher Salaries and Slortages, n Phi Delta 
Kappan, 39:3bl, April, 1958. 
2Ibid. 
Melby, distinguished Professor of Education at Michigan state 
University, put this thought very well in a recent article in Educa-
tional !Badership: 
To us in .America freedom is precieus. We must somehow save 
and develop it. But we can•t save it and continue to flaunt it 
as in Little Rook. And we can't save it without developing our 
intellectual resources. If the Russians have surpassed us in 
science it is not because we lack brains or inventive genius, 
but because we have for years moved in anti-intellectual direc-
tions and failed signally to put forth an educational effort of 
sufficient power and scope.3 
3 
The public wants good teachers for their children but the problem 
is how does a community go about getting good teachers and after they 
have them, how do they keep them in their own comrmmity. 
The public is not afraid to pay a teacher a good salary if that 
teacher is superior, but they do object paying a high salary to a 
teacher who is mediocre. 
In the words of John A. Hanna, "Equal pay for unequal perform-
ance is a vicious perversion of. the c~cept of equality.nL 
Littler also reflects this concept when he statesr 
Almost every theory of wages yet devised conte:mplates inequal-
ities of compensation so that there will be a stimulus to produce 
more for the greater profit of society. There is no greater in-
equality than the equal treatment of unequals.5 
3Ernest o. Melby, "Role of Evaluatio:n in Improving Teaching, n 
Educational leadership, 15:220, January, 1958. 
LHarold B. Dunkel, "Merit .Ratings," Education Digest, 23: 25, 
February, 1958. . · . 
5Robert Littler, "Parable of the Talents, a American School Board 
Journal, 116:29, January,. 1948. 
Sehinnerer, the Superintendent of Schools in Cleveland, Ohio, 
also points out this problem of equals versus unequals when he notes: 
The biggest argument against the present system is the f'act 
that it treats unequals equally. The inequality which now re-
sults f'rom the equal treatment of' unequals is intolerable. A 
combination of' completely automatic salary sehedules and impreg-
nable tenure could reduce the quality of' education materially and 
discredit public education in the minds of many people.6 · 
It is the tempo of the times, the restlessness of' communities 
seeking ways and means to improve their curriculum and teaching staff', 
and of' keeping their teaChers in their proper role in the classroom 
that justifies the undertaking of' this thesis. 
Scope. Originally, when this committee met to organize the scope 
of' this thesis, it was decided to review all literature on the subject 
of' merit rating from the year 1948 to the year 1958. 
A:J the writers worked on the periodical literature for these years 
they realized the enormity o:f' their task and it was decided to review 
only the periodical literatue between the years 1948 and 1958. 
A review of' the "research • between these dates was advised but upon 
thorough investigation it became apparent that even during these ten years 
not much research has been done in the field of' merit rating. Chandler 
(Associate Professor of' Education at Northwestern University) refers to 
6Mark c. Schinnerer, "Merit Rating, • Nation's Schools, 59:h7, 
June, 1957. 
this serious lack of scientific research when he asks: 
Are research findings or other evidence available to support 
or refute the claims of either the pro-merit schedule or anti-
merit schedule position? The available evidence is meager. 
Therefore, the argument ~s . to the desirability and feasibility 
of paying teachers according to their professional proficiency 
is based mostly upon personal opinions.? 
5 
Tompkins and Roe who are both on the staff of the National Associ-
ation of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, reflect their concern about 
this problem in their article, "The Case For and Against Merit Rating, 11 
when they state: 
The amount of •useful' research on }1R is slight. In fact, 
little more is known now-than thirty years ago. That is be-
cause much research on teacher effectiveness and MR has been 
conducted in a theoretical vacuum, in which ad hoc solutions 
to inunediate problems are emphasized. The testing of fundamental 
hypotheses has been neglected; e.g., the relationship between MR 
and teacher's classroom behavior. Determining ·the validity of 
MR procedures is needed to counteract the controversy over the 
advantages of rating teachers for salary. A leading article in 
an educational journal recently claimed, •we know that a merit 
plan for teachers can work. r So far as research goes, no objec-
tive support for such a statement exists. Until we have more 
substantial evidence, he who makes a strong claim for or against 
MR is expressing an opinion.8 
It is the opinion of the writers of this paper that one of the 
most valuable tools presented herein is the bibliography of articles and 
materials relative to the topic of merit rating. 
7B. J. Chandler, 11Merit Rating is Not Detrimental to Teacher Morale," 
Nation 1s Schools, 61:58, _April, 1958. 
8 
E. Tompkins and Virginia Roe, 11 The Case For and Against Merit 
Rating, 11 National Association £!. Secondary School Principals Bulletin, 
40:6, October, 1956. 
OHAP.l'ER II 
BACKGROUND 
A teacher, unlike a doctor or other professional person, may not 
set his fees according to the quality of service rendered. However, a 
teacher is a professional person, and as such, is required to constantly 
meet higher standards professionally as well as employ the newest tech-
niques and equipment. Unfortunately, teachers are not universally thought 
of as professional people. An interesting comment in the Nation's Schools 
notes that ••• "education can never be a profession until competence is 
recognized in pay.nl 
In order to improve .professionally a teacher is re~uired to spend 
a portion of his salary for courses, travel, and other professional im-
provements. This salary is not professionally in quantity but communities 
expect the teacher to be professional in quality. This is the paradox. 
Some writers reflect the opinion that a poor or low salary loses 
many superior teachers for the profession. It appears that many teachers 
leave the profession for the business world, for industry or for adminis-
trative positions in the school system which are higher in salary than 
classroom teaching. 
Some writers feel that a superior teacher becomes discouraged when 
a teacher of less worth, less talent, but with the same experience and 
lnepinion Poll, n Nation • s Schools, 51:92, May, 1956. 
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educational background receives the same financial remuneration. It a 
superior teacher does become discouraged in this situation he has no 
challenge, he loses his goal and does not produce the superior technique 
of which he is outstandingly capable. 
Oftentimes communities overlook the faet that one teacher may have 
had ten years of good experience but that another teacher may have had 
ten years of the same experience over and over. One teacher may grow with 
the experience of years but the other teacher merely stands still. 
There are differences in teachers just as there are differences 
between people. It is, therefore, becoming more and more the trend to 
pay for the superior teacher. However, no matter what the trend, there 
is always the three-fold prGblem; who is the superior teacher? who eval-
uates the superior teacher? and by what measuring device do we do the 
evaluating? 
Historically, teachers always have been paid by merit. The small 
country school teacher in the one room school bouse received an increase 
in pay only when he deserved it. '!'here was no schedule to go by, there 
was no automatic step increase, there was no tenure policy. If you were 
a good teacher, did a good job, and behaved professionally, then you re-
ceived a small increase in salary. 
The single salary system came into effect in the 1930's. It_ was 
designed to protect the teacher but some people feel that it protects the 
weak teacher and penalizes the strong teacher and the superior teacher. 
8 
As in all phases of civilization, time brings about change and 
change is not always bad. It is often good and almost always refresh-
ing. It certainly seems that there is now an excellent opportunity to 
revaluate and constructively change the evaluation and salary policies 
in our schools. 
Kopp in the Instructor says: 
The trend toward merit rating is neither sinister nor sub-
versive, though the rabid foes of merit rating would have us 
believe so. Rather, i.f analyzed, this definite trend toward 
merit rating is a ~tom o.f a condition that needs attention, 
and meeds attention -in a hurry.2 
Realizing that there is certainly a great deal o.f interest and 
discussion about merit rating, the writers cB:IIe to appreciate that the 
world of education seems to have divided into two camps. 
One camp is strongly and fiercely against merit rating. The other 
is entirely in favor of merit rating. 
We shall look first to the people who are opposed to merit rating. 
let us investigate their arguments. 
Factors and arguments against merit rati!tg. One of the most 
active organized groups who have set themselves up against merit rating 
is the Department of Classroom Teachers of the National Education Associa-
tion. This group held a conference in Washington, D. c., on November 
twenty-third and twenty-fourth, 1956. At this c~erence merit rating 
was de:ti.ned as follows: 
2o. W. Kopp, "Are You Sore You Want Merit Rating?" Instructor, 
67:6, October, . 1957 • . 
Merit rating is a subjective, qualitative judgement of a 
teacher made administratively by one or more persons, with 
or without the participation or the knowledge of the person 
rated, for purposes of determining salary.3 
9 
This group also went on to define a "teacher" as ••• •Any educa-
tor, regardless of assigned duties.nij 
The conference was opposed to the use of merit rating as the basis 
for salary s:Cheduling. The following arguments were presented by the con-
terence as among the most pronounced disadvantages: 
1. There are no accurate means at present of measuring pupil 
growth or teaching effectiveness. 
2. Merit rating tends to lower morale, since it places 
teachers in competitive positions for salary increments. 
3. Merit rating tends to force conformity to preconceived 
ideas of some person or group of persons. This tends to 
repress initiative and individuality necessary for creative 
teaching. 
ij. Merit rating is usually an administrative technique for 
controlling educational costs of instruction, rather than 
a means of promoting better teaching. 
5. Merit rating tends to reduce cooperation between teacher 
and teacher and between teacher and administrator. 
6. Merit rating conditions teacher attitudes. This can be 
detrimental to pupils. 
7. Merit rating reduces professionalism in teaching and tends 
to reduce teachers to the role of laborers, rather than 
encourage them to become competent professional employees. 
It forces supervisors to become inspectors rather than pro-
fessional leaders in the improvement of instruction. Merit 
rating in education cannot properly be equated with merit 
rating in industry, since in education the raw materials 
vary greatly in all aspects and cannot be controlled in the 
same manner as in the making of a product. Emotions enter 
:into teaching and the teaching process. These cannot always 
be controlled or measured. 
3Margaret stevenson, 11study Conference on Merit Rating, n Minnesota 
Journal of Education, 37:2L, ~Mareh, 1957. 
Qibid. 
B. Merit rating actually increases educational costs because 
of the large staff necessary for adequate administration 
of the system. 
9. Merit rating often inhibits the cooperative discussion 
between teacher groups and boards of education regarding 
salary matters.5 
10 
The writers of this thesis reel strongly that there is considerable 
overlapping in the arguments sited by the Department of Classroom Teachers 
of the National Education Association, as quoted above. 
The arguments against merit rating that have been discussed in the 
literature reviewed by the writers have been as follows: (1) Teachers' 
varying personalities and teaching techniques and the myriad facets of a 
teacher's dey defy evaluation or rating. (2) Merit rating destroys the 
team spirit exist:i.n.g among teachers and teachers, and teachers and admin-
istrators, creates an air of competition and leads to a frustrating situa-
tion f'or teachers. (3) Evaluation methods or rating scales are subjective 
and not objective. (~) Minor miscellaneous arguments .commonly discussed 
by reviewers. 
One of the most frequently noted arguments against merit rating is 
the common objection that teachers vary so much in personality and the 
multitudinous facets of' a teacher's day defy any type or rating. 
This is true in part. Teachers certainly live a complex lif'e within 
the classroom, dealing constantly with individuals who are all different 
yet at the very same time they continue with the many teaching functions 
.5Stevenson, ££• cit., pp. 24-25 
11 
and clerical duties that are part of their position as teachers. How-
ever, ever since time began, people have been evaluated. 
Teachers have always been compared or contrasted; they have 
always been evaluated. If they had not been evaluated, Jesus, 
Socrates, Aristotle, Thomas Arnold and Mark Hopkins would not 
be listed among the greatest teachers of all time.6 
'West, in his article, "The Case For and Against Merit Rating, n 
quotes Yard G. Reeder as having said this in his book, The Ftmdamentals 
of Public School Administration. This idea of constant comparison and 
evaluation is a good one. 
S,ymonds in 1950 felt that the fact that a teacher has a many-
faceted personality was a good thing for children. He felt that a child 
draws from all sides of him and from every teacher he receives some part 
of his final personality make-up. 
A child becomes a composite of the various personalities with 
whom he has had intimate contact. It is valuable to have many 
different types of personalities serve as teachers so that children 
may learn something from each--security, application, order, initiative, 
curiosity, cooperation, ambition, responsibility, consideration for 
others, etc. No one person as a teacher could contribute to each of 
these in equal degree.7 
As in any argument you have someone who does not see the same point 
in the same manner. Thmkel s~s: 
6 .Allan M. West, liThe Case For and Against Merit Rating, n School 
Executive, 69:L9, June, . l950. 
7Percival M. Symonds, "Reflections on Observations and Teachers," 
Journal of ~ucation Research, 43:69, May, 1950. 
Certainly teaching is a complicated operation, and quite 
possibly a large section of the public needs a much better 
understanding of the complexity of the job than it now has. 
But discussions of merit ratings seem a poor occasion to 
convey the proper view of the nature of teachers' duties.8 
Most educators feel that anything that is, can in some way be 
12 
measured. So,too, it is the feeling of the writers that you can sue-
cessfully measure a teacher. However, such an evaluative situation must 
be thoughtfully undertaken and carefully administered. 
The second argun1ent against merit rating that shall be considered 
herein is the very common and often quoted objection that merit rating 
destroys morale. There are many sides to this issue as was noted above. 
One side is that merit rating destroys the team spirit among teachers 
and teachers, and among teachers and administrators. 
Some writers strongly feel that this team spirit may be broken 
down because of merit rating. Among them Hanson believes that merit does 
destroy that friendly, cooperative team attitude so important to a 
teacher-supervisor relationship.9 
Miller also notes that "rating interfers with cooperative team-
work and rating spoils the supervisory relationship. ulO 
1958. 
8Harold B. Dunkel, 11Merit Ratings, 11 Education Digest, 23:24, February, 
9Earl H. Hanson, "Salary By Merit Rating is Wrong, 11 American School 
Board Journal, 116:25-26, March, 1948. 
10v. Miller, 11Paying for Quality in Teaching, 11 American School 
Board Journal, 118:22, April, 1949. 
13 
The fear of destro.ying the cooperation and friendly spirit that 
exists between supervisors and teachers is again expressed by West when 
he states: 
Supervision is most effective when it can operate on a basis 
of friendly relationships and mutual confidence between teacher 
and supervisor. When superv:i.sors are required to rate teachers, 
teachers freeze up and a barrier arises between them. Instead 
of requesting assistance from supervisors, they are encouraged 
to impress them to get a favorable rating and to hide problems 
which may be bothering them.ll 
West carries this into the field of teacher and teacher relation-
ships when he states that "merit rating stimulates a spirit o:t rivalry 
and eompeti tian according to opponents of merit schedules, and hampers 
cooperation among teachers to the detriment of the school program--
its planning and execution.nl2 
On the other. hand, some people, like Snith who is Associate 
Professor o:t Speech at Iowa State Teachers• College, feel that •desir-
able competition is a wellspring of good teaching.al3 
Kearney also feels that competition is not all bad: 
Competition is perhaps the greatest known stimulant to 
progress provided that the prize or goal is worth the effort, 
and if it is within the realm of possibility for those who 
compete. 
l:Jwest, ~· cit., p. 50. 12--west, loc. cit. 
13M. B. Smith, fiMr. Belmock, You Washed the Wrong Hog, • Clearing 
House, 32:3~0, February, 1958. 
The problem, of course, is how to use this stimulant in 
teaching so that the children are the beneficiaries. To 
bring this about three factors must be present; (1) compe-
tition must be based on pupil advancement, (2) the prize 
must merit the effoTt, (3) better morale in the teaching 
staff must result.llt 
Aside from the problems involved with team spirit destruction 
and the creation of competition, there is the much discussed area of 
just what merit rating will do to morale in general. 
Burke feels that you cannot really judge how merit rating will 
affect the morale of a teacher. Possibly the inadequate teachers will 
lose their team spirit and the efficient teachers may become more effi-
cient which is a situation of balancing out. "Research has no answer. 
Experience tells us to be cautious.•l5 
Another gentleman who feels this is a real problem Gf merit rating 
is Hines who claims: 
The plan is psychologically bad and it is socially bad. 
Teachers who receive low ratings are going to be frustrated 
and that frustration will most likely result in aggression 
toward the pupils under their direction.l6 
Many educators believe that children, when presstll"ed too hard 
do not learn nor fully develop. 
lhMilo Kearney, "Four Approaches to Better Instruction," School 
Executive, 78:45, December, 1958 
15.ArYid J. Burke, "Some Dangers of Merit Measurement, • Nation's 
Schools, 41:27, .January, 1945 • . 
16vynce A. Hines, •salary Schedules and Human Needs, • Education 
Administration and Supervi~on, 31! :109, February, 1948. 
15 
Another writer who feels merit rating may lead to frustration 
for the teacher is Hanson in his article, •Salary by Merit Rating is 
Wrong. tt In this article he reflects his feeling that paying by merit 
is similar to marking on the curve. He goes on to say that teachers 
Dwill accept differences on the basis of' training and experiences, or 
responsibility of position, or differences in load, but they Will not 
accept them based upon a scale of' ability.ul7 
Tattler answered Hanson ~en he pointed out that it is not the 
.frustration of' a teacher that we should worry about but more the growing 
mediocrity caused by the f'act that teachers may leave to go on to other 
higher paying positions.18 It is the ambitious and thinking teacher that 
realizes that idealistic and inspiring attitudes towards teaching do not 
pa:y bills. 
Miller, Associate Pro:f'essor of' Education at the University o:r 
Illinois, in 1949 pointed out that concerning the often quoted opposition 
to merit rating, namely, merit causes frustration, he .felt that without 
merit our really top teachers become frustrated and leave the prof'es-
sion.l9 
17 Hanson, loc. ill,_. 
18Robert Littler, •Parable of' the Talents, a American School Board 
Journal, 116:29, January, ~l948. 
19Miller, loc. eit. 
16 
Barr, Professor of Education at the School of Education, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, points out this problem in this way: 
Much of the opposition to merit pay has arisen from the use 
of rating scales in the determination of merit. When these 
scales are not well constructed, and when they are applied by 
persons untrained in their use, they can da1ftage morale and teach-
ing efficiency. In general their opposition is not to evaluation 
per se, but to inadequate evaluatian.20 
Barr's comment seems to more precisely get to the root of our 
morale destroying problem in merit rating. 
Another interesting factor under the heading of destruction o.f morale 
is the fact that teachers have fertile imaginations and creative minds. 
A teacher always tries to employ new techniques but if a teacher fears 
that tbe .new approach may not be in line with the thinking of the rater, 
then he will not use his original plans. This may lead to a limited 
activity and scope .for the teacher and may possibly restrict the teacher's 
teaching potential. 
So many writers feel that merit rating is a very detrimental influ-
ence <m teacher morale. Dickey in 19.5L while he was Dean of the College o:t 
Education at the University of Kentucky stated that "related salary to 
competence will actually promote better morale among teachers, for it 
makes higher salaries possible to the better members of the staff.n21 
20A. s. Barr, "Merit Pay for Teachers, tt Phi Delta Kappan, 31:6, 
September, 19L9. 
21Frank G. Dickey, "What Are Good Teachers Worth?ll Phi Delta 
Kapean, 35:186, January, 125.L. 
17 
Stoops and Marks also bring up the problem of morale. They state 
very emphatically: 
Finally, it must be recognized that teacher evaluation is 
a very potent problem. If it is incorrectly handled, it can 
destroy staff morale.22 
The third important and often employed argument against merit ra-
ting is that the rating scales are more often subjective than objective. 
Hines, when he was at the College of Education at the University of 
Florida, reflected that subjective rating scales was one reason merit 
rating should be opposed.23 
Hanson also feels that merit rating is primarily subjective.24 
Littler in his article, 11The Parable of the Talents," states that cer-
tainly this is true not only in teaching but even in business. The only 
completely objective rating would be a piece work rating system. 
An interesting point made by Littler and worthy of note here is 
the fact that he feels that it is the right of a supervisor to judge and 
appraise subjectively. It is, he feels, a part of being an executive or 
supervisor. Saying we should outlaw subjective judgment is in effect say-
ing that superintendents and supervisors are incompetent as a class and 
unable to exercise judgment which is a basic criteria of determining 
22 E. Stoops, and J. Marks, ''What About Teacher Evaluation?" 
School Executive, 77:97, September, 1957. 
23Hin . t 104 llO es, ~· ~ , pp. - • 
24 . Hanson, ~· c~t. 
18 
a person to be an executive or a supervisor. 2-' Therefore, looking upon 
Id. ttler r s argument we may say that we should trust the judgment of lalown 
and recognized administrators as this is an intrinsic part of being an 
administrator. 
Kelly in her article, •ret Us Have None of It: Case Against Merit 
Rating," agrees with Littler. However, she feels appraisal and evaluation 
should be used to i.TDprove teaching, not salaries.26 
Hamstra points out that merit rating is not competition. He feels 
merit rating's sole function "is to remove the elements of bias and in-
justice from rating which must be made aQYWay.n27 
Hamstra goes on to discuss that he sincerely believes that subjective 
judgments can be accurate. According to his theory techniques for render-
ing them precise are taught in every course in experimental psychology. 28 
.Another writer, West, who as Executive Secretary of the utah Edu-
cation Association in 19.50 said that Wbecause of the subjective nature ot 
ratings, opponents of merit schedules assert that no fair method of rating 
a teacher's worth or efficiency exists.n29 
25rattler, ~· cit., pp. 29-31. 
26Marcella R. Kelly, ttr.et Us Have None of It: Case Against Merit 
Rating," School Executive, 68:56-57, . March, 1949. 
27R. H. Hamstra, "Merit Rating of School Personnel, • American 
School Board Journal, 117:19-21, December, 1948. 
28namstra, loe. cit. 29-r·."'. t 1 •t nes , oe. e~ • 
19 
In Nation's Schools in May", 1956, the Superintendent of the 
Braunfels Texas Schools, a Mr. E. A. Sahn, clearly stated that teachers are 
at the nmercy of incapable and probably prejudiced 1 amateur judges 1 , purely 
subjective in their efforts.n30 
According to Grieder, Professor of School Administration at the 
University of Colorado, a great many teachers are against merit rating be-
cause they fear 
• • .abuse of the rating authority by superintendent and princi-
pals, on the grounds that these officers seldom know enough about 
a teacher's work to evaluate it and hence must rely on subjective 
judgment.~l 
By employing a committee with representatives from the teaching staff 
some of this fear of the rating authority noted by Grieder may be elimin-
ated. 
Beecher feels that teacher fear of a rating is more the fear of the 
iMposition of external and unreliable ratings. They feel strongly that a 
single rating scale is too narrow a concept of evaluation and because of 
this, fear it.32 Fear certainly does play a part in this whole idea of 
rating for merit, but every moment of every day we are being rated and 
evaluated and judged by those we meet, by those we speak to and even by 
those who merely see us from a distance. 
3°napinion Poll,• NatiOD's Schools, 57:92, ~' 1956. 
3lcalvin Grieder; RPractical Compromise on Merit Rating: 
Academic Ranks for Teachers,n Education, 78:426, March, 1958. 
32Dwight E. Beecher, ~eri t Rating is Defensible, n American 
School Board Journal, 117:21, August, 1948. 
20 
One argument that the writers list as a miscellaneous objection 
is that we borrowed the idea of merit and rating for merit from industry. 
The objectors say yes, industry has its incentive pay plans or merit 
rating plans but they have a physical and tangible product that can be 
inspected against certain standards of perfection. Teachers, on the other 
hand, have a mind as their products. As every mind grows in a different 
manner, it is impossible to accurately measure a certain teacher's effect 
on that mind. 
Burke also expresses this feeling. He feels that every teacher is 
part of a team and if this premise is true he questions how we can separ-
ate or isolate the values of one teacher from the contributions of the 
other teachers involved in educating the single child.33 
Another miscellaneous argument is that merit rating systems seem to 
make the teachers "show off" for the evaluators and in this situation they 
display their good, strong points and they hide their weak points. In this 
manner, the primary purpose of merit rating, the improvement of instruction, 
is by-passed and you have a false and most unreal situation. If this is 
the case, then merit rating is not doing the task it was developed to ac-
complish. 
It is also felt on the community level, that merit rating creates a 
parent-school problem. When parents learn, as they are bound to, who has 
33Arvid J. Burke, "Some Dangers of Merit Measurement," Nation's 
Schools, 41:27-28, January, 194e. 
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been rated as a superior teacher, they want their child to have that 
teacher and no other. This can lead, in a manner of speaking, to a 
"political-pull" situation through the administration of a school ~s­
tem.3~ 
It is a serious blow for a community whieh has prided itself in 
having a most superior teaching faculty to find that onJ.;y twenty-five 
per ce11t are truly superior and seventy-five per cent are not superior. 
This is especially true when a merit rating is set .up an the normal curve. 
Naturally, this points oat the fact that only twenty-five per cent of the 
students in that town will be taught by the superior teachers. 35 
An interesting aspect of the •cons• of merit rating is noted by 
Beecher, Research Associate, state Educs:tion nepartment, Albany, New 
York, in his article, "Merit Rating is Defensible.• He notes that admin-
istrators. fear merit b~cause they fear how the teachers will react to it.36 
Hearn feels that teachers are a little fearful or merit rating be-
cause they might find that they do not measure up to the evaluator's or 
the rater • a ideal. Even more important, a teacher may feel that after 
such an experience he may not measure up to his own high ideals of what 
he should be doing.37 
3h Hanson, loc. cit. 
36Beecher, loc. cit. 
37Norman E. Hearn, "What They Say About Merit, n Michigan Education 
Journal, 3~:218-219, January, 1957. _ 
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Hughes, Professor of Education at the University of utah, points 
out that, "A chief danger of evaluation and reward in terms of merit 
rating lies in rewarding the wrong things. n38 
As the writers studied the material on the subject of merit rating 
they kept coming across the words "apple polishing" or "high pressure 
artists" in reference to those teachers who are getting or were in line 
to get merit salary increases. Hanson refers to this comment and in fact 
he says that he feels that all too frequently the better salaries go to 
the •apple polishers" or the "high pressure artists.n39 
These same two words are repeated when Gqnor says: 
The merit system is fertile ground for the apple polisher, 
the appeaser, the company spy, the hail-fellow-well-met. It 
nourishes distrust among colleagues and generally ~~s about 
a poor relationship between teacher-administrator. 
The last miscellaneous argument against merit rating to be dis-
cussed herein is the all-too-eo:mmon objection on the grounds that this 
whole s.ystem is a political proposition. Many lay people and teachers 
alike are under the impression that in order to get a good rating you have 
to "know" someone and even 11pay" someone. This is entirely incorrect, as 
any thinking person can perceive immediately. There is a possibility 
that this type of activity does happen in some instances, but it is not 
38Ma.ri.e M. Hughes, 'rrliither Evalum.ion?" Educational Leadership 
15:210, January, 1958. 
39Han.son, loe. cit. 
hOMatthew Bortnick, Jr., Matthew E. Gaynor, "What' s the .Angle on 
Merit Rating for Teachers?" New York state Education, hh:625, 1957. 
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worthy of notice in a well organized and thoughtfully administered com-
munity. 
Hines does note, however, that na merit plan can be, and often has 
·been, used as a political device to reward friends and punish enemies. n4l 
Factors and arguments in favor of merit rating. The Department of 
Classroom Teachers of the National Education Association is certainly 
opposed to merit rating, but they also feel that there are some advantages 
to a merit program. 
A small minority at the 1956 conference held in Washington, D. c. 
filed the following list of advantages to merit rating: 
1. Brings about a closer relationship between teacher 
and administrator. 
2. Encourages cooperation and sympathetic understanding 
among co-workers in a t!!ehool,. 
3. Encourages self-evaluation for professional growth. 
4. Creates a greater appreciation of the teacher's total 
service through the higher salary paid. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Promotes competency in teaching. 
Attracts and holds competent classroom teach~rs. 
The good teacher will not fear merit rating.~2 
It is obvious that some of the listed advantages te merit rating con-
tradiet the disadvantages presented by this same conference. Again, the 
writers of this thesis feel there is considerable overlapping. 
The writers have arranged the advantages of merit rating in the 
41Hinea, loc. cit. 
42Robert A. Skai:t'e, "What Classroom Teachers Say .About Merit Rating," 
Nation's Schools, 59:85, Feb~ary, 1957. 
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following mmmer. (1) Merit rating should be a means of illlproving the 
quality of instruction but will not eliminate the poor teacher. (2) Bet-
ter and more professional salaries will attract superior young people. 
(3) Merit rating should establish teachers as professional people. 
It is the opinion of the writers of this thesis that one of the 
most :illlportant contributions that merit rating can make to the educational 
scene is an over-all improvement of the instructional level. 
There is a question in most minds as to whether the competition 
and showing off which may be a result of merit rating will make many 
teachers more efficient. It seems logically correct that in order to 
advance one must improve. If this is true, then our over-all teaching 
staff should improve through and with the proper handling of merit rating. 
Burke in "Some Dangers of Merit Measurement, 11 points out that one 
advantage to a well designed rating in.strmnent is that it will eliminate 
the unfit or inefficient teacher.L3 If this is a result of rating in edu-
cation then we will certainly have a more effective teaching staff. 
Kelly, in 19L9, while she was Assistant Superintendent of Schools 
in Holyoke, Massachusetts, said she felt that certain aspects of merit 
rating were praiseworthy but it seemed to be in principle and practice, 
"authoritarian, undemocratic and discrindnato:cy • .,LL 
L%urke, loc. cit. 
~LKelly, £2• cit., p. 56. 
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She went on to say that rating should be used to improve teaching, 
supervision and administration but not to increase salary. 
West says that merit rating seems to have 
.stimulated teachers to evaluate themselves, to be critical of 
their work, to look at their work as pupils, parents, administra-
tors, and the public might view it. Contipued self-evaluation is 
an important factor in improving teaching.45 
Badders in his article, "Salary Ue.creases Alone Won't Eliminate 
Poor Teaching," says: 
However, the argument in favor of merit rating as a means of 
improving the quality of teaching rests on an unproved, uncriti-
cized assumption: promise of salary increases and threats of 
salary reprisal will stimulate teachers to more effective perform-
ance.46 
Interestingly enough, Hanson disagrees with the premise that merit 
rating will -improve the quality of instruction. He feels it will retard 
better teaching and will provide many injustices. Hanson goes on to say 
that in order to improve teaching you have to kno'i'r what makes a teacher 
"click". He feels strongly that it is not the ring of dollars but it is 
the ring of a child's laughter and happiness, the thrill of helping young 
people gro-v;. 4 7 
45~vest, ~· cit. 
46w. R. Badders, 11Salary Decreases Alone Won't Eliminate Poor 
Teaching, 11 Nation's Schools, 58:51, November, 1956. 
47Earl H. Hanson, "Better Than Rating," Illinois Educational Jour-
nal,11 44:100-101, November, 1955. 
Skaife reported that certain benefits were noticed in Leon 
County (Tallahassee), Florida where a rating system, based on points 
is in effect. The benefits were a 
••• marked improvement in teaching, better student work habits, 
higher grades on college entrance examinations, and a keenerij8 interest in professional growth on the part of the teachers. 
In this same report, Skaife notes that in Alton, Illinois: 
• • .many teacheiS believe that the .Alton merit plan has helped 
the quality of teaching.~9 · 
Engleman, Executive Secretary of the American Association of 
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School Administrators, feels that merit should be looked into carefully. 
He states: 
If a system can be devised which does not do violence to 
sound principles of human relations, stimulates professional 
improvement, and improves services to children, it should be 
seized upon. Neither teachers nor administrators can afford 
to be justifiably labeled as obstructionists. Neither can 
either accept proposals of such far-reaching consequences as 
merit rating proposals without careful analysis of their val-
idity and consequences. Furthermore, impressions should be 
avoidE;ld that members of the profession are opposed to the 
identification of quality performance. All of us should cont~­
ually seek all sound means for the improvement of instruction.~0 
The Journal of Teacher Education had an article, ttBrief Descrip-
tions of Merit Salary," in which Amos Godby, Superintendent of Schools 
~8Skaife, £E.• cit., p. 83. 
~9Skaife, ~· cit., P• 8~. 
50Finis E. Engleman, "Difficulties and Obstacles Inherent in Merit 
Ratings for Teachers," Journal of Teacher Education, 8:136, June, 1957. 
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in leon County (Tallahassee), Florida wrote: 
Those who operate under this schedule believe it has improved 
instruction. The success of the program, it is felt, depends on 
administrative leadership marked by outstanding executive ability. 
It requires an evaluating person of such character and integrity 
that personalities do not influence his evaluation of teachers. 
!eon County teachers believe that through daily association, obser-
vation and experiences which come about during the operation of the 
school, a principal can evaluate teachers and have an accurate 
knowledge of the capabilities and the quality of the work of each 
member of the faculty. Principals have administered the schedule in 
such a manner so that teachers have confidence in their judgment. 
Morale among teachers is considered good.51 
In reporting on the Career Salary Plan in West Hartford, Con-
necticut, Thorne, Superintendent of Schools in that city, stated that in-
struction seemed to improve during the Career Salary Plan. He did note, 
however, that one fault of this system was the time involved in adminis-
tering it.52 
Most arguments in favor o:t merit rating seem to evolve back to the 
same note, that we must keep improving our instruction. Jewett puts it 
this way: 
If we grant that it takes an educated person to further the educa-
tion of others, then an inadequate income for the teacher has a di-
rect relationship to the quality of his teaching. Able teachers 
vary in personality traits but they possess in common an enthusiasm 
for life, an intense interest in participating in a wide variety of 
5l"Brief Descriptions of Merit Salary," Journal of Teacher Education, 
8:177, June, 1957. 
52Edmund H. Thorne, "West Hartford Career Salary Plan, n Journal of 
Teacher Education, 8:1~3~1L7, June, 1957. 
experiences, and a desire to share experiences and insights with 
others. These qualities make :for stimulating classrooms. In 
order to fire the interest of pupils, a requisite :for experience 
and knowledge. To promote intellectual growth in his pupils he 
JIIUst manifest it . himself. He must be able to bring to bear on 
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the classroom activities a wealth of pertinent illustrative mater-
ial. To engage in the kind of life that builds this rich person-
ality costs money.53 
.Along this same line of thinking we have Kopp who feels that we 
should reward outstanding or superior teachers. Everyone likes to be 
appreciated and ·sometimes words are not enough. He feels that superior 
teachers deserve higher salaries and possibly, by rewarding the superior 
teacher, the inferior teaeher will be stimulated to do better, thereby 
improving the level o:f instruction. Kopp feels that the taxpayer gets 
more for his money when the superior teacher is rewarded.5h 
According to Bushong: 
We must admit that the education .o:f boys and girls cannot im-
prove much until their teachers first improve theJIISelves. Twenty 
years• experience could mean one year's incompetencies repeated 
twenty times. Yet if each year a teacher Shows objective evidence 
of professional growth, the chances are he is doing a better job.55 
In the National Parent Teachers magazine Fowlkes outlines his idea 
as to how the quality of education can be improved. He :feels there are two 
basic ways: 
53Robert E. Jewett, ~y the Public School Teacher is Dissatisfied,• 
Educational Research Bulletin, 36:23h, October, 1957. 
5hKopp, loc. cit. 
55 J. w. Bushong, "Automatic Salary Increases Cannot :lie Justified," 
Nation's ~hools, 6l:h5, _February, 1958. 
First, by more exacting and discriminating selection 
of the people who receive licenses to teach. 
Second, by paying all teachers, inclu~5 the exceptionally 
good teachers, the salaries they deserve. 
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Kearney notes that we must find some plan wherein a teacher CSl!l. 
"increase the pupil load while increasing teaching efficienay.•57 This 
is a very interesting comment and one which seems to contain the seed of 
many of the articles on merit ••• Kbigher salaries for teachers that do 
not result in more efficient learning also mean a waste.n5B 
The second argument in .favor of merit rating is that better salaries 
will attract superior young people. We do not only want to attract new 
people to teaehing,but when we attract them we want the tools to keep 
them. This is very important. 
Many writers feel that our gifted would-be teachers are ignoring 
the .field of education and are moving towards business and industry. The 
reason seems to be they want to receive higher salaries and they can re-
ceive them in industry. The point made by people in favor of merit rating 
is, if we had better salary opportunities, these capable young people would 
come into education bringing with them the spirit of youth, young ideas, 
indefatigable energy and unbounded enthusiasm. 
56 John Guy Fowlkes, RBetter Teachers--Better Pay," National Parent 
Teachers, 42:15, March, 1958. 
57 Kearney, £2• cit., p. LL. 
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Hanson feels we do not have to empl_oy such a system as merit rating 
to attract new blood. He !'eels that the old economic theory of supply 
and demand will raise salaries to a point where we will be automatically 
attracting young people.59 
Fowlkes reiterates this feeling that with better pay you Shall at-
tract better teachers if: 
••• the salaries · are adequate and if there is assurance that 
individual personal distinction will be recognized financially 
as well as in terms o!' prestige.60 
Lastly, those in favor of merit rating hope that it will bring to the 
teaching world the label o!' •professional•. 
It is the object of many educators to establish teaching as a true 
profession and the practitioners in education as professional people. It 
has been said that teaching may be advanced by merit or "may suffer from the 
continued employment of persons of low ability. q61 
Since the educational world is interested enough in this subject to 
write vast numbers of articles concerning it, to discuss it at meetings, to 
try it out in towns, and in general to move in the direction of improvement, 
people may come to recognize the desire of teachers to accept the duties and 
obligations of professioDal people, and ultimately recognize the teaching 
person as a professional man. 
59HansG>n, "Better Than Rating, n loe. cit. 
60Fowlkes, -loc. eit. 6 -lw-est , loc. cit. 
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In summary, it is apparent that a great deal more has been written 
against merit than for merit. However, if the advantages o:t a merit ~s­
tem do include a definite improvement in instruction, then merit rating 
should be more carefully investigated. 
CHAPTER III 
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION 
Attempts numbering in the thousands have been made by administra-
tors, principals, supervisors, research students and specially-formed 
committees to analyze and describe the characteristics of the 11good11 
teacher. What is effective teaching and who is the effective teacher? 
This is not, of course, a new problem or a new trend. Teacher evaluation 
has occurred from earliest times, and no doubt was employed even in the 
11Schools of the Prophets" described in the Scriptures. King David wrote, 
11 I have more understanding than all m;y teachers." Psalms 119:99. Jesus 
was described as a "Teacher sent from God!" Gamaliel, the teacher of St. 
Paul, and considered to be the most influential rabbi of his time, was 
the first of seven teachers who received the title "Rabban" (higher than 
Rab or Rabbi). Only in comparatively recent times, however, has teaching 
in its broadest scope been considered. The ever-increasing complexities 
of life have been, of course, reflected especially in education. Dr. 
James Bryant Conant's recent report entitled, "The American High School 
Today," would indicate a trend to greater c omplexities yet in this ever-
expanding, ever-adjusting program of education. 
Follo~nng, in approximate chronological order, are reviews of 
pertinent statements concerned with criteria for evaluations and answers 
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to the question: 'Tilhat is a good teacher? or, llho is the good teacher? 
McCuskey, Associate Professor of Education at the university of NOrth 
Carolina, said: 
It is possible that our standards of good teaching really have 
changed also. The good teacher lm.ows his subjeet matter; but 
more than that he has a clear idea of what subject matter is for. 
Sheer skill in 'factor:Ulg' is not more functional than solving 
crossword puzzles, but an -ability to use mathematical concepts in 
buying, in building--in short in living--is vital indeed. It is 
not facts or mastery of materials which characterize a good teacher. 
It is mastery plus creativity that makes teaching live. 
Good teachers are always alert for opportunities wherein their 
pupils may learn to make democratic decisions and to abide by them. 
Good teachers have wide interests and they get along well with 
other people. 
The good teacher is a happy, well balanced person. It hardly 
needs to be said that the good teacher is skilled in the theory 
and practice of his specialty. 
Further, no good teacher ever believes that· he has attained mas-
tery of his subject or of how to teach it. 
It is implicit that good teachers recognize their unique function 
in a democratic society. • • They lm.ow that teaching in a democracy 
means not only living democratically within the classroom but par-
ticipating as a citizen in the life of the community. 
Finally, and inescapably, good teachers believe in the fundamen-
tal importance of schools and of teaching.l 
Thus it is easy to see that whereas in former years it may have been 
considered sufficient for a teacher to be well qualified in his particular 
lnorothy McCuskey, nHow Do You Know a Good Teacher?• Education 
Digest, 13:14-16, January, ~ l948. 
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subject matter field and having demonstrated a thorough knowledge of that 
to have been considered a good teacher, this would not necessarily be true 
today. other criteria are considered of at least equal, if not superior, 
value. 
Teachers themselves, of course, have much to do in many places with 
attempts to describe good teaching. Keighin reported that following the 
adoption of a salary schedule calling for an evaluating committee, the 
principal of Thornburn Junior High School requested the teachers to elect 
three of their members to serve as a school committee. They were asked 
to compile the composite ideas of the staff on the subject of, ~at Con-
stitutes a Good Thornburn Teacher?" Each teacher in the school was asked 
to prepare a list of those qualities which he or she considered to be 
most important. These lists were studied by this committee. The content 
suggested four headings. (1) The teacher himself (herself), (2) The 
teacher ~in the school, (3) The teacher in the classroom, (L) The 
teacher in the community. The following is the picture of the good teacher 
described by the committee and included in this report: 
A. The Teacher Himself (Herself) 
1. Cultivates a spirit of friendliness. 
2. Is personally attractive. Dresses neatly and appropriately. 
3. Is fair and honest in dealing with others. 
L. Is loyal to the community, to the school, to fellow 
workers and to the students. 
5. Cultivates deseretion of speech. 
6. Possesses a sense of humor. 
7. Exerts self-control. 
B. Keeps promises. 
9. Is sincere. 
. 
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B. The Teacher Within the School 
1. Is punctual at all times. 
2. Reads bulletins carefully and carries out instructions. 
3. Cooperates cheerfully with administrators and colleagues. 
4. Assumes a full and regular share or 
a. hall duty 
b. leaves library in readiness for another group 
c. takes a turn at office duty 
d. serves on committees 
5. Sends reports, grade sheets, and so forth to office 
promptly •. 
6. Shows interest in school activities--curricular and 
extra-curricular. 
7. Is willing to give legitimate counsel or help to students. 
c. The Teacher in the Classroom 
1. Maintains good order (frequently through an ounce of 
prevention). 
2. Possesses a wealth of subject matter which he presents 
skillfully and ideally with a maximum of pupil thought 
and activity and a minimum of teacher participation. 
3. Exercises fairness in opportunities for classroom par-
ticipation. 
4. Radiates a contagious enthusiasm thereby creating student 
interest in the field of study. 
5. Makes assignments ·specific and clear. 
6. Is s,ympathetic and helpful and recognizes individual 
difference. 
1. Relates new ideas to old and applies them to present day 
problems. 
8. Cultivates a pleasing voice and clear enunciation. 
D. The Teacher in The Community 
1. Cultivates the friendship of the parents or the pupils. 
2. Informs parents of the successes or their children as 
well as the failures. 
3. Maintains high moral standards and attempts to be an 
example of that which the pupil is expected to be. 
4. Becomes a part or the community by particpating in its 
activities sue~ as church, clubs, lodges, and professional 
organizations. 
2M. A. Keighin, -rbornburn Teachers Rated on Their Own Terms," 
Clearing ~' 23:82-83, October, 1948. 
Anderson from Bertram Senior High School, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
varrl.a, in presenting her teacher's viewpoint, :feels very definitely that 
teachers can contribute to an intelligent and reliable group of criteria 
to be used for teacher appraisal. Sle :feels that sometimes by helping in 
this way they begin to evaluate and judge theraselves.3 
A number o:f writers have indicated that teacher participation in 
establishing these criteria is most essential to the effective application 
of rating scales or other attempts at evaluation. It is quite evident 
that merit systems quite often succeed or :fall on this point. It is also 
quite evident that teachers do not tend to be less stringent on themselves 
when setting up criteria :for their awn evaluation than that which might be 
described by the administrators. The mere faet that the teachers them-
selves participated is an important factor to the teachers. 
Raths has commented on this point of administrator appraisal in the 
following manner: 
I:f we took the word of every superintendent or every supervisor 
:for what constitutes good teaching, we would be plagued by the 
multiplicity ~f vague and sometimes contradictory conceptions which 
have led us into the present chaos. 
Without any attempts to justify them in this article, the follow-
ing operations are suggested as very important ones in the teaching 
3vi vienne Anderson, "Teacher's View Point, n School Ex:eeuti ve, 6 7:57, 
April, 1948. 
process. 
1. The clarifying operations: helping the student to clarify 
his thinking and planning; his attitudes, his values, his 
problems, his needs. 
2. The security-giving operations: helping the student to 
feel more secure in meeting the challenge of new and old 
learning situations. 
3. The show-how operations: helping the student to a growing 
competency in skills necessary for intelligent living in 
our world. 
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h. The cultural-unifying operations: helping students to be-
come more integrated and more friendly within an atmosphere 
of freedom to disagree. 
5. The coiiDIUllity-enriching operations: helping students to 
solve local community problems. 
6. Operations based upon a cause and effect approach to learning.L 
If there is a point of unanimity among these writers on the subject 
of merit rating and concerned with the problems of the establishment of 
criteria for evaluating teachers, it is this, that the teache~'s effec-
tiveness can best be discerned in terms of pupil gain or pupil progress. 
Troyer has this to say: 
Teaching efficiency can be appraised in terms of pupil progress, 
methods of working with b~s and girls, teamwork with colleagues 
and community relationships. • • A teacher's effectiveness rests 
mainly upon what his students learn and become.5 
According to this author, the basic approach, then, to the appraisal 
of teacher effectiveness is that of developing an adequate program for the 
appraisal of pupil progress. 
LL. E. Rathe, "Dangers of Appraising Teaching Efficiency, n School 
Executive, 67:55-56, April, 1948. 
5M. E. Tr~er, "Pupil Progress Denotes Teacher Efficiency," 
School Executive, 67:50-51, April, 1948. 
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The New York state Merit Law Provided that teacher promotion shall 
be based upon objective evidence. Moreover, the evidence should be, 
wherever possible, in terms of changes in pupils. • • Committees have 
suggested eighteen different manifestations of changes in pupil behavior 
that may be observed and accepted as evidence of exceptional teaching. 
Barr reports four different approaches to the evaluation of teaching 
efficiency: 
1. Evaluation may be made in terms of the qualities of the person 
such as considerateness, attractiveness, drive, and dependabil-
ity. 
2. Evaluations may be made in terms of performance, teacher-pupil 
activities and conditions. 
3. Evaluations may be made in terms of the controls over behavior 
(or the mental prerequi~ites to success), specific knowledge, 
skills, interests, attitudes, and ideals of teachers. 
L. Evaluations ~ey be made in terms of results1 pupil growth, and 
achievement. 
Ryans of the University of California in Los Angeles in May, 19L9, 
wrote that the ultimate basis for judging the quality of teaching is teacher 
behavior--the performance of teacher functions.7 A teacher may be adjudged 
effective, according to this author, t<!l the degree that the teacher is able 
to open avenues and provide ways conducive to improvements of understandings, 
work habits, desirable attitudes and personal adjustments. 
6A. s. Barr, "Merit Pay for Teacher?" Phi Delta Kappan, 31:5-7, 
September, 19~9. 
7n. G. Ryans, "Criteria of Teaching Effectiveness,n Journal of 
Educational Research, .L2:690-699, May, 19L9. 
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This author further states: 
The direct observation of the teacher culminates in judgments or 
ratings of the teacher's influence on the students. Observation of 
the product of the teacher, which must take into account .the pupils 
both prior to and following exposure to the teacher, results in 
indices of pupil change. The possible criteria of teaching effec-
tiveness then are, (1) ratings of teacher ability, and (2) measure-
ments of pupil change ••• 
In employing pupil change as the criterion, care must be taken 
to sample adequately the entire range of pupil behavior, knowledge 
and understandings, attitudes, work habits, personal adjustments 
etc., ••• Measurements of pupil change should refer principally 
to relatively permanent effects.8 
The follmdng four major criteria are suggested by Trump. 
1. The personal qualifications which include such factors as 
physical vigor, mental alertness, initiative, leadership, 
tact, self-control, and adaptability. 
2. Professional qualities such as growth, sound attitudes, 
application of principles of educational psychology. 
3. Classroom management and procedures -vrhich include adapting 
instruction to individuals and groups, stimulating and di-
recting thought, organizing and utilizing effectively mater-
ials of instruction, planning the use of student time, managing 
students and controlling the classroom and out-of-class learn-
ing environments. 
4. Results of teaching, demonstrations of student interests and 
attitudes, behavior patterns of students, study habits and 
achievement in subject matter. 
To rate or otherwise evaluate the worth of teachers, before working 
conditions have been improved, seems to me to constitute -vrorking in re-
verse order, putting the cart before the horse.9 
8Ryans, ~· ~· 
9J. L. Trump, "Nerit Rating Puts the Cart Before the Horse," 
Nation's Schools, 45:51-53, June, 1950. 
The admin~strati ve staff of the Downey School District of :los 
Angeles County, California, developed also a list of criteria of a super-
ior teacher. The work ~s reported by Coss: 
A. Pupil Achievement 
1. Testing and sampling of pupil abilities by use of 
standardized tests, teacher devised tests, and quizzes. 
2. Observat~ons of in.Mvidual progress. Awareness of the 
age level characteristics, and individual growth-patterns. 
3. Presentation of problem-solving situations in a variety 
of experiences. 
L. Follow up to see that work started is accomplished. 
B. Pupil Personality Adjustmemt 
1. Provision for individual differences such as emotional, 
social, physical, intellectual, environmental, etc. 
2. Provision for individual development such as biological, 
intellectual, etc. 
3. Provision for successful achievement so that each child 
may feel success and that all children may work up to a 
reasonable expectancy level. 
L. Establishment of peer relationships so that all children 
will have a feeling of belonging within the group. 
5. Alertness to social and anti-social behavior not only in 
the classr<!>om but on the grounds as well. 
6. Responsibility that all children learn to be helpful and 
good citizens whether under her d~ect guidance or nat. 
c. Pupil Citizenship Development 
1. Makes provision for social control in two areas 
a. group discipline, such as developing and 
following class standards in socially 
acceptable behavior 
b. self-discipline, such as working constructively 
without supert±sion 
2. Encourages respect for the rights and opinions of all. 
3. Encourages intelligent respect and appreciation for all 
races and creeds. 
h. Initiates activities which encourage respect for the 
dignity of all work. 
5. Helps children assume responsibilities necessary in the 
development of sound moral and democratic behavior. 
D. Pupil Understanding of CoJI'DJJllllity 
1. Provision for use of community enterprises for better 
understanding of Downey 
2. Encourages intelligent respect and appreciation for 
the community. 
3. Establishes loyalty to the community. 
L. Encourages constructive appraisal of the conununity. 
E. Technical Abilities 
1. Room environment which is pleasing, such as 
a. arrangement for functional use, 
good lighting, balance, etc. 
b. ventilation, comfort and alert work 
c. neatness, orderliness, and cleanliness 
2. Room environment which provides for further educational 
experiences such as 
a. science tahle 
b. reading corner 
c. suitable charts, pictures, etc. 
Ll 
3. Makes a unit out line based on the approved course of study. 
L. Makes flexible daily lesson plans to fit work or study units.10 
The superior teacher is described by Coss as one who subscribes to, 
and practices, the California Code of Ethics and who demonstrates a profes-
sional attitude to insure growth in her chosen profession in the following 
ways: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
L. 
Attends institutes planned to give an insight into 
philosophies of good education. 
Attends workshops planned to give insight into 
techniques of good education. 
Attends college classes to improve weak areas and 
learn of new methods and techniques. 
Adheres to district policy established by the Board 
of Trustees .11 
lOJ. G. Coss, "Downey Develops Criteria for Superior Teachers," 
American School Board Journal, 121:7L, October, 1950. 
11coss, loc. cit. 
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In the area of personal qualifications, the superior teacher is 
described further as one who 
1. Likes children and enjoys teaching with all its respon-
sibilities. 
2. Dresses neatly and appropriately for the classroom. 
3. Is honest in her self-appraisal and does something about 
her weaknesses. 
4. Accepts and encourages constructive criticism to improve her 
teacher worth. 
5 • Has a gracious, pleasing manner with children and fellow 
workers. 
6. Is loyal to the school system and to education generally. 
1. Is emotionally stable and well-adjusted.12 
Miller expressed concern that a uniform pattern for teaching is not 
answering our problem of inspiring and stiDUlating quality work. He aug-
gests developing appreciation for outstanding work whatever the character 
of that work.13 
In an article entitled, •Judging the Effectiveness of Teaching," 
Beecher answers the question, ~at is Evalutation?a by stating that it is: 
••• that which includes both cooperative, pre-planned, and 
purposeful procedures in collecting and interpreting information 
and the constructive use of findings for improvement of instruction.14 
12coss, loc. cit. 
13v. Miller, "Paying for Quality in Teaching," .American School Board 
Journal, 118:21-22, April, 1949. 
14n. E. Beecher, "Judging the Effectiveness of Teaching,a National 
Association Secondary School Principals Bulletin, 34:270-281, December, 1950. 
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Certain basic concepts in the evaluation of teaching were listed 
in this same article including the fact that evaluation must be a co-
operative process, that it is also a guidance process, that there must be 
adequacy and availability of evidence. It was further suggested that ap-
praisal must be continuous rather than periodic, that fears on the part of 
the teacher, for appraisal, must be dispelled, that the findings of these 
evaluators should be used, that the ratings can be constructive, and that 
teaching objectives are the criteria of evaluation. In the .application of 
these basic principles of evaluation, the following must be considered as 
:important: 
A. Validity 
B. Reliability 
C. Adequacy and availability of evidence 
D. Objectivity 
E. Relative values of weights and scores 
In 1950, the Commission on Teacher Evaluation of the Association 
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, National Education Associa-
tion, published a pamphlet entitled, Better ~Rating. The many issues 
and problems involved in the rating of teachers was studied by this group 
for a period of over two years and under the leadership of their chairman, 
Gilbert S. l•Iilley, their findings were published in this pamphlet. The 
bulletin considers the supervisory rating of teachers as undemocratic and 
harmful in many instances. This committee has listed, as the qualities of 
cooperative evaluation most often stressed, the following: 
1. Evaluation is a continuous process and is an integral 
part of the teaching-learning situation. 
2. Evaluation is the cooperative responsibility of all 
concerned in the process. 
3. Evaluation is part of a process which works towards 
changes in behavior. 
4. Behavioral change should be in the direction of objec-
tives decided upon by the voluntary group. 
5. Cooperative evaluation involves intelligent selection 
and use of techniques in gaining evidence of behavioral 
change.l5 
In connnenting on the plan of rating teachers for the purpose of 
salary determination, the authors say: 
Certainly we have individual differences among teachers; they 
vary in their effectiveness in teaching reading, in their ability 
to develop friendliness and cooperativeness among children; in 
their ability to develop ethical character, and in many s:i.Inilar 
specific attributes. But to assume that teachers must be distribu-
ted appro.h-:imately on a. nonnal curve in such a complex process as 
teaching does not follow. Moreover, teachers are not an unselected 
population. Many selective factors have been at work before they 
become teachers in the school system. Hence, making a distribution 
of teachers as to their competency, in accordance with statistical 
procedures on an unselected population, is neither logical nor sta-
tistically sound.16 
In their analysis of the plan of giving marks to teachers on a 
series of traits or aspects of their teaching, it is pointed out that very 
few of the scales used in determining teacher competence make any pro-
vision for the weighing of the items included. The observation was made 
l5National Educational Association Better Than Rating Commission 
on Teacher Evaluati on of the Association for Super~on ana Curriculum 
Development, 1950. · 
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that many great and successful teachers might receive low marks if they 
were rated comparatively on some of the traits listed an these forms. 
Concerning the judgments of teachers based an cumulative professional 
records, the Commission indicates that it is possible, if not probable, 
that undue recognition might be given to the teacher who is particularly" 
active or aggressive outside the classroom or who might in fact be suc-
cessful in getting publicity or public recognition for his activities. 
other important and reliable evidence concerning what has actually happened 
to boys and girls under the direction of this teacher might never find 
their way into the cumulative record file. 
The pamphlet was given to three educators with the request that 
they prepare statements giving their frank reactions to it. These educa-
tors were Susan Lacey, Director of Elementary Education, Department of 
Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington; John L. Miller, Superintendent of 
Schools, Great Neck, New York; and Philip Wardner, past-President, Depart-
ment of Classroom Teachers of the N. "E. A. This was printed as "A Sympos-
ium in Educational Leadership" ~ October, 1951. 
Lacey was in cc::msiderable agreement with the_pamphlet and indicated 
that check lists were unfair, that evaluation must be a cooperative ventu~ 
and f0r the purpose of improving the quality of experiences. 
Miller took a position somewhat more critical of the pamphlet. He 
noted the fact that evaluation in the final analysis represented the best 
judgment of an individual or individuals. He concluded with the thought 
L6 
that: 
We have to find ways of evaluating, as fairly and as objectively 
as possible, teacher evaluation of self, teacher evaluation by his 
peers, administrator evaluation of the teacher and of the growth 
of that teacher's p~pils. All of these, and others, have to be 
combined to the end that the pupils may profit from the service of 
the teacher whose performance or impact on pupils has been found to 
be superior.l7 
Philip Wardner, in agreeing with the pamphlet, stated: 
Not only arerating systems highly subjective, but they are 
shown here not even to measure that which the rater wishes to have 
measured. Furthermore, the combined intelligence, practical wis-
dom, and good purpose of faculties are frequently stifled and made 
inoperative by rating systems of all types.lB 
In April, 1952, Grim and Hoyt wrote an appraisal of teaching compe-
tency. The authors noted the intimate relationship of teaching competency 
to the goals of teaching and suggested that a definition of competencies 
would seem to presuppose a definition of the goals of teaching. From this 
it might be concluded that a teacher• s competency should be specific to his 
subject-matter fie.ld, his particular grade, and other aspects of the in-
structional environment. The authors further expreessed the belief that: 
There are certain definable dimensions which are common to 
many, if not to all, teaching situations. "We believe that these 
dimensions are related to the effective interpersonal relations 
between teacher and learner. We think of the psychological state 
of the learner as a cluster of intervelrlng variables (such as 
attitudes, .feelings, and emotions) between the instructional mater-
ials as stimulus and the teacher-approved behavior as response. • • 
Since the student is a continuous part of the instructional process, 
17 . Better ~ Ratmg, loc. cit. 
we have assumed that his reactions will yield fruitful informa-
tion upon which differentiations may be made among several de-
grees of competency. • • One aspect of teaching competency, too 
promising to be ignored, is the consideration of the educational 
development of each child within the frame of reference of his 
own self; that is his psychological world as he, uniquely, per-
ceives it as distinguished from the psychological worlds of the 
other students and teacher in the classroom.I9 
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A student reaction inventory enabled the authors of this paper to 
develop from the remarks of a group of intermediate-secondary school stu-
dents, concerning classroom experiences, a list of seven coneepts of under-
lying competencies. These as listed were: 
A. Quality of classroom government 
B. Clarity of objectives 
C. Cooperative group work 
D. Incentive quality (motivational devices) 
E. Motivational intensity level 
F. Provision for students 1 psychological needs 
G. Individualization of instruction 
The ultimate criteria of the effectiveness of the teacher's perform-
ance was given by Orleans in an article printed in May, 1952. Concerning 
the changes which take place in the behavior of pupils, he states: 
If the over-all function of the educational process is to pro-
duce changes in individuals, then the effectiveness of the 
teacher's performance must be measured by the extent to which it 
produces such changes.20 
l9p. R. Gci.m and C. J. Hoyt, "Appraisal of Teaching Competency, 11 
Educational Research, 31:85-91, April, 1952. 
20J. S. Orleans and others, "Some Preliminary Thoughts on the 
Criteria of Teacher Effectiveness," Educational Research, 45:641-648, 
May, 1952. 
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This author indicated, as others had in the past, that early r e-
search had been conducted on the assumption that teaching effectiveness 
is some one thing, or one group of attributes, which a person can possess 
in some measure. This the author called 11unidiroensionality11 • However, 
as the author points out, teacher effectiveness is not unidimensional. He 
concludes that the problem must be recognized as the prediction of what 
kinds of teachers will be effective, and with what kinds of children, for 
promoting what kind of educational goals and in what kinds of situations. 
This provocative article also included a list of basic difficulties in-
valved in certain criteria of teacher effectiveness. 
1. The measurement of changes in pupil behavior. 
Tests may be questioned on the ground that they may not 
measure understanding and ability to apply knowledge 
and skills. 
2. The controlling of variables other than teacher perform-
ance which may effect pupil growth. There are school 
influences--type of educational program, administration 
of the school, instructional facilities, etc., and out-
of-school influences--the physical neighborhood, the 
family, the church, radio, etc. In some cases situational 
factors may overshadow the effects of the teacher•s be-
havior to such a degree that even refined statistical 
techniques will not easily isolate them. 
3. Isolating the influence of the behavior of a single teacher. 
It may well be that the influence of a given teacher may 
have a continuing effect after the pupils have left her 
class. • • Some method must be discovered, or devised, for 
designing studies so that the influence of the present 
teacher can be measured. 
4. Isolating the influence of a single behavior or behavior 
pattern of a single teacher. 
5. The classifYing of teachers and pupils. • • On what 
basis? Should teachers be grouped by intelligence, 
master;y of subject matter, educational philosophy, or 
some other variable? Should we study pupils on the 
basis of intelligence, previous achievement, emotional 
adjustment, or something else? 
6. The educational goals could b~ dealt with.21 
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According to Grotke, "The concept of good teaching, or aspects of 
it, serves as the criterion to evaluate teaching. The evaluation of one's 
own teaching is an expression of the difference between one's concept of 
one's performance and one's concept of the professional role. n22 Further, 
he suggests: 
The evaluation of another's teaching is an expression denoting 
the difference between one•s -concept of another's teaching and one's 
concept of the professional role of the good teacher. If the 
teacher, who is approximating her own concept of good teaching, 
is evaluated by a rater whose concept is quite different from her 
own the rating is apt to be poor.23 
This question has been noted by many writers on the subject. This, 
in fact, constitutes one of the greatest concerns of the classroom teacher 
to be evaluated. 
The principal of the Bulkeley School in Concord, Massachusetts, 
M. R. Seavey, stated his dislike of the use of the terms "competent" and 
"merit". He said: 
2larleans, ~· cit. 
22E. M. Grotke, 11A Study of Professional Distances Between the 
Raters of Teachers and Teachers Rated, 11 Journal £!. Experimental Education, 
24:1-41, September, 1955. 
23Ibid. 
ef'f'ects of' individuals and groups on each other. Psychological 
theory no longer permits a disregard of' the signif'icance of' such 
variables as the personality structures of' pupils, their social 
adjustment, their intelligence, their home determined attitudes 
and values, and the relations of these to similar qualities in 
the teacher. • • Studies of teacher ef'f'ectiveness, employing 
changes in pupils as the criterion7 will depend for their value on the measures of those changes. 2 
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In a study of certain criteria of' teaching effectiveness, Anderson 
avers that the modern educator insists that schools include more than 
mere subject matter in their teaching, and that such items as attitudes, 
appreciations, ideals, and personality improvements are of equal impor-
tance .28 
In his article concerning teacher competence and pupil change, 
Ackerman observes that direct observation and actual recording of the 
teacher behavior in the classroom have been a neglected phase of research 
in the area of teacher competency.29 
In the year 1955 ma~ of' the articles written on the subject of merit 
rating were concerned with the evaluation aspect. Walsh wrote in April of 
that year that there are two basic ingredients in successful teaching. 
These he described as the knowledge of what to teach and how to teach it. 
He wrote: 
It is absurd to assume that one can be an effective teacher if 
he does not know the subject he is teaching . It is equally 
absurd to aver that one can be an eff'ective teacher if he does 
27Barr, loc. cit. 
28H. M. Anderson, "Study of Certain Criteria of Teaching Eff'ective-
ness,11 Journal~ Experimental Edmation, 23:41-71, September, 1954. 
- 2<L 
"'W. I. Ackerman, "Teacher Competence and Pupil Change,11 Harvard 
Educational Review, 24:273~289, Fall, 1954. 
Boston University 
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not understand the ways by which a child learns. The success-
ful teacher must also be able to identify and interpret for 
the child those forces which impinge upon the learner and the 
learning situation. But knowledge of the subject and of the . 
theories of learning and teaching are not enough in themselves. 
The final test of teaching competence is in the classroom.30 
Walsh here had reference to such classroom skills as: 
1. Planning 
2. Overview 
3. Continuity 
4. Application 
5. Drill 
6. Review 
7 • Questioning 
8. Evaluation (tests of concepts, skills, facts) 
9. Participation 
10. Demonstration 
11. Swmnarization 
12. Assignment (clear, complete, definite) 
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13. Homework and notebooks (based on sound educational principles) 
14. Purposes (understood) 
15. Instructional procedures 
16. Individual differences 
17. Routines 
18. Interest and rapport 
19. Discipline 
20. Knowledge of subject 
21. Poise 
22. Physical activity and energy 
23. Volume (enough to hear--not too loud) 
24. Voice quality 
25. Emphasis 
26. Diction 
27. Vocalized pause 
28. Fluency 
29. Conversational speech 31 
30 J. H. Walsh, "Evaluate Criteria of Instructional Skill, 11 Journal 
of Education, 137:13-14, April, 1955. 
31Ibid. 
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In June of 1956 Spaulding and Hummel suggested that committees 
selecting superior teachers take into consideration the aspects of train-
ing and experience, but beyond these, "connnunity activities, professional 
work outside class hours, success in actual teaching situations, scholarly 
or artistic work, evidence of leadership, w:i.llingness to learn, etc. u32 
11Student Achievement as a Measure of Instructor Effectiveness," 
is a title of a provocative article by Marsh and others in which it was 
noted that one of the most, if not the most, important criterion of ef-
fective instruction is the amount of student gain with reference to inate 
ability. At the same time it was pointed out that, because of the many 
controls required to effect meaningful comparisons, this becomes a very 
difficult criterion to measure. The authors contend: 
IT student gains are to be used as a measure of instructor 
effectiveness, it is necessary to hold constant insofar as 
possible all relevant variables other than the effects of the 
teaching itself. The instructor is only one of many factors 
operating to produce changes in the students. • • Any measure 
of student gains reflects only partially the instructor's total 
effectiveness.33 · 
Investigations revealed, according to these authors, that student 
gains can be reliably measured and that significant correlations were 
attained in comparing student ratings of teacher effectiveness and super-
visors' ratings of instructor •s verbal facility with student gains. 
3~. T. Spaulding, "Teacher Rating and Salaries,n ~Delta Kappan, 
29:197-206, December, 1947 • . 
33 J. E. Marsh and others, "Student Achievement as a Measure of 
Instructor Effectiveness,•• Journal .£!:.Educational Psychology, 47:79-88, 
February, 1956. 
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The fact that the craftmanship of teachers may not be fully ap-
parent for a period of rna~ years was stated by Shuman in May, 19.56. 
This Cleveland, Ohio, Superintendent, in his article opposing merit ra-
ting,further states that the work of the teacher will function differ-
ently with each pupil. With one, the teacher's special function may be 
character building, with another the moulding of personality, or subject 
matter mastery. He contended that only God knew the real score of the 
teacher. His major objection was based on his assertion that no satis-
factory definition of merit had been determined.34 
Vander Werf has written mu.ch en this subject. In October, 19.56, 
he described the two criteria which, in his word~, "m~t be up front,n3.5 
in the selection of teachers; (1) creative intelligence, and (2) emotional 
stability. He further commented that nearly all experts agree that the 
growth taking place in the learning of students is the most direct kind of 
evidence on effective teaching. 
In answering the question of merit rating, Nally takes a very posi-
tive approach. Early in 19.57 he wrote, 11A primary step is to really pay 
teachers in terms of the quality of their training and experience ••• 
A second principle that must be recognized is that teachers differ in their 
effectiveness to a measureable degree. This is indisputable.n36 
34w. L. Shuman, ''We Vote No on Merit Rating, 11 Ohio School Journal, 
34:12-13, May, 19.56. --
3.5L. S. Vander Werf, 11Evaluation of Teaching, 11 American School 
Board Journal, 133:27-30, October, 19.56. 
36T. P. Nally, "Question of Merit Rating," American School Board 
Journal, 134:3.5-36, February, 19.57. 
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It might be proper here to note that this is probably the most 
disputed "indisputable" fact in this whole area of merit rating. It 
- . 
is, as has been sho'Wll in some of the reviews, a widely held belief that 
measuring degrees of efficiency with accuracy is well nigh an impossibil-
ity. 
Shinerer has said, "It is obvious that assuming a teacher's merit 
from what happenes to his class is a hazardous device--it is worse than 
unreliable. 11 37 In his June, 1957 article he points out the observation 
that it is easier to determine poor teachers by observing what happens to 
his students than it is to determine the superior teacher by this same 
method. He has cited for example the classroom in complete disorder that 
gives ample evidence that little or poor learning is taking place; whereas 
in a classroom where there is complete quiet, this fact alone is unreliable 
on which to judge that good learning is occurring. He writes: 
It follows, therefore, that there is only one method left to 
determine merit in a teacher, and that is to infer that the pres-
ence of certain personal traits in the teacher means the presence 
of outstanding ability and performance. This means a subjective 
measure of a teacher's personality, her teaching methods, her 
contribution to the general welfare of the student body, and the 
corrn:nunity, her morals, her everything. Someone or some committee 
must play God and judge the teacher.n38 
In June of 1957 a very important work was completed by the National 
Education Association Research Division. Every school district listed by 
37M. C. Shinerer, ''Wanted: Objective Study and Rational Thinking on 
Merit Rating," Nation's School, 59:47-48, June, 1957. 
38Ibid. 
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the N. E. A. as having at one time or another a merit salary schedule, 
was invited to participate in this symposimn. According to the editors, 
a very high percent of these districts responded, making this a very com-
prehensive overview. Man;y of the articles reviewed were written by the 
contributors to this study, and hence the majority of the points made have 
already been covered. However, there were two items of concern that should 
be noted. The first is an interesting statement by Hazel Davis, author of 
this article, and Assistant Director of the Research Division of the 
N. E. A., to the effect that if school officials are not capable of deter-
~ good teaching from poor; or outstanding from average, they them-
selves cannot be considered competent to supervise and guide teachers in 
their professional growth.39 
The second item concerned the important factor of philosophy of 
desired outcomes of instruction. Agreement in philosophy between teacher 
and rater would be an essential step. In other words, the desired outcomes 
of instruction would possibly vary with differing philosophies. Implica-
tions are evident that raise serious question concerning fairness of judg-
ments unless and until a unity of philosophy is effected. 
Perhaps another observation from this article would be in order. 
In reply to the 11 opposition11 , as she terms them, who state that the only 
valid test of a teacher's effectiveness is in the changes which he brings 
39Hazel Davis, ttFacts and Issues in Merit Salary Schedules," Teacher 
Education, 8:127-33, June, 1957. 
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about in knowledge habits and attitudes of his changes. She suggests that 
even if it were possible to measure these changes, such variables as pupil 
intelligence, health, home background, previous school experience, and 
many others actually help to determine amount of pupil growth. Other fac-
tors involved in teacher effectiveness in any given year, she believes, 
might include size of classes, teach:Ulg materials available, emotional 
climate of the school and other factors beyond the teacher's control. 
It is the writers belief that Stoops and Marks summed up the think-
ing of many people concerned with this subject when they wrote in Septem-
ber, 1957, that: 
Selecting the criteria for evaluation is probably the most 
difficult and the most ~ortant task in the development of 
the evaluation program.40 
They suggest further that the well-rounded program of evaluation 
might well include items such as teacher relationship and behavior with 
the staff, satisfied pupil needs, pupil teacher relationships, and pupil 
reactions. 
In answer to the many contentions that the complexities of teach-
ing make judgements well nigh impossible and impracticable, Dunkel of the 
University of Chicago refutes this argument and cites the fact that many 
members of the general public are: 
40 E. Stoops, and J. R. Marks, "What About Teacher Evaluation?" 
School Executive, 77:97, September, 1957. 
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••• engaged in fairly complex operations. The executive, en-
trepreneur, the practitioner of a profession.may be perfectly 
willing to admit that teaching is a complicated task, but still 
he will be loathe to say that it is enormously more complicated 
than his mm job. • • ,A.s I have heard them state, they become 
suspicious of assertions that teaching in elementary and secondary 
schools is so complicated that similar judgments (as made upon 
their own vmrk) are imposswle. • • We can be fairly certain that 
if teachers complain too loud and long about the infinite complexity 
of teaching, these protestations will be construed in many quarters 
as merely another attempt to magni.f'y a simple and routine job into 
an intricate and grandiose operation. • • We actually are not at 
a loss to measure how well a teacher does, even when those fairly 
specific activities are woven into that complex totality called 
'Teaching 1.41 
The final article revie1-1ed on this phase of the general topic of 
merit rating, is one written in November, 1958, by the principal of the 
Westbrook Elementary School, Glenview, Illinois • His thinking on this 
subject was based on 9 years of experience in the operation of Glenview's 
merit plan. A significant statement included in this paper by Hillerick 
was, '~en there is sincere recognition of individual worth, merit rating 
need ~ot be feared.n42 He stresses again the fact that this whole venture 
of evaluation must be a cooperative one, involving the mutual determination 
of philosophy and goals. The staff as a unit should, he says, develop 
their own outline or guide for the purpose of evaluation. 
41H. B. Dunkel, "1-'Ierit Ratings," Education Digest, 23:24-25, 
February, 1958. 
42R. L. Hillerick, "Developing a System of Merit Rating, tt American 
School Board Journal, 137:34-35, November, 1958. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
EVALUATORS 
A very important part of a~ merit rating system is the choice of 
the evaluators. This is important, not only to the teacher, but also to 
the administrators of the over-all evaluation program. 
The teacher is interested because he is the actual target for the 
evaluator. It is the teacher who is being evaluated so he is very much 
interested in the integrity, reliability and stability of his rater. He, 
the teacher, fears a possible personality problem but as has been noted be-
fore by the writers if a program is correctly constructed and thoughtfully 
administered this fear of personality clashes becomes an imaginary fear and 
not a reality. 
The administrators of a merit program are vitally interested in the 
rater or evaluator because he is their key man. If the evaluator makes 
an inefficient evaluation, then the wrong person may remain in the wrong 
job. On the other hand, if the evaluator is astute and keen he creates an 
atmosphere of cooperation, ease and harmony. If his appraisals are fair 
and his judgments discerning, then the poor or ineffective teachers may be 
found and may be either weeded out of the system or given expert help and 
assistance. With an efficient evaluator at the relm, a community may ex-
pect a general improvement in the instructional level of their classrooms. 
The writers of this thesis find that there are eight choices for 
the right evaluators. They are: (1) the principal, (2) the superintendent 
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of schools, (3) the grade level of subject supervisors, (4) fellow-r 
teachers, (5) a representative of the community or a parent, (6) a 
school board member, (7) a student or pupil of the teacher, and (8) a 
personal self-evaluation. 
Over and above the eight possible single evaluators there are maey 
combinations. All these people are, in a way of speaking, in a position 
to judge and evaluate. The question remains, who is the right person. 
The most popular evaluator in most systems is the principal. Most 
writers feel that the principal is the logical choice because he, more 
than a:zzy administrator, should know what is being done in his building by 
his teachers. He is in the building at all times and should be keenly 
aware of the efficiency and possible lack of efficiency to be found in 
his staff. 
It is the duty of the principal to assist and help his teachers 
whenever he sees that such supervision is necessary. Beecher feels that 
good evaluation is, in fact, the very heart of good supervision.l 
Kelly, in her article in the School Executive in 1949, notes that 
some school systems have bad the problem of principals and supervisors 
refusing to serve as evaluators. According to Kelly, the reasons are: 
(1) such an evaluation program is too time consuming, (2) teachers are 
uncomfortable and tend to become tense and nervous thereby making a true 
~. E. Beecher, "Merit Rating is Defensible, 11 American School Board 
Journal, ll7:21, August, 1948. 
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evaluation difficult, and (3) parents find out who is superior and want 
their children to have the best teacher, therefore the job of the admin-
istrator is made more difficult. 2 All these reasons have a familiar ring 
because they have been used so many times. Kelly did present a possible 
solution to the problem of evaluators when she suggested that a more care-
ful teacher-selection program be instigated by every town. This teacher-
selection program should emphasize personality, scholarship ~nd eA~erience.3 
Miller objects to this evaluation system when he notes, "One of the 
major objections raised to any proposal for teacher rating is simply that 
it places too much responsibility and authority in the hands of principals 
or supervisors.4 
In New York State, under the 1947 law, every town employing eight 
or more had to provide 11promotional increments," as stipulated by the law. 
Ithaca organized a committee of fourteen members on promotional standards. 
The fourteen members included eight classroom teachers. These classroom 
teachers included four from the elementary level, two from the junior high 
level, and two from the high school level. There were six other members 
from the supervisory and administrative personnel. These six were nomin-
ated by the staff and included three principals and three non-teaching staff 
~. R. Kelly, "Let us Have None of It: Case Against Herit Rating,rr 
School Executive, 68:56-57, March, 19~9. 
3Ibid. 
4v. Miller, 11Paying for Quality in Teaching," .American School Board 
Journal, 118:22, April, 1949. 
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members. Interestingly enough, superintendents and assistants served only 
ex-officio • .S 
Gragg, in outlining the Ithaca situation notes: 
The superintendent of schools set up a schedule which provided 
that evaluations of the school principal constitute one half of 
the total evaluation report, while the evaluations of a~ other 
supervisors, taken together, constitute the other half. 
In an article in the Journal of Teacher Education in June, 1957, 
Gragg discusses the Ithaca plan and points out that the principal evaluates 
every teacher on his staff each year. 
Both the school board and the staff recognized that complete 
objectivity is a goal to strive for but one which can never be 
reached. Teachers are aware of the fact that the evaluative 
process involves an indefinable area of judgment which will de-
pend on the professional competence and integrity of the principal; 
he is expected to exercise this skill.7 
Gragg then went on to comment on one problem found in administer-
ing Ithaca's program: 
Likewise, the responsibility for evaluating a teacher was 
centralized with the principal. Eventually a compromise devel-
oped to make evaluation a joint responsibility of two supervisory 
personnel. Elementary teachers are now evaluated by the prin-
cipal and the assistant superintendent for instruction. Secondary 
teachers are evaluated by the principal and the department head 
or director. At the same time, it has been decided that the 
principal will prevail in any case where judgments do not coincide. 
'w. L. Gragg, «Experiences With Merit Promotions," American School 
Board Journal, 119:23~25, July, 1949. 
6Ibid. 
7w. L. Gragg, 11The Ithaca Merit Salary Program, 11 Journal of 
Teacher Education, 8:162, June, 1957. 
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Thus, the role o£ the special subject supervisor is less £ettered 
by evaluative duties; the supervisor is £reer to act as a consul-
tant and counselor to teachers.8 
Nicholas, in reviewing the merit rating plan that has been in 
e££ect in Ladue, Missouri, since 1952, points out that, nupon the recom-
mendation o£ the teaching sta££, building principals assume the major re-
sponsibility in evaluating teachers in their schools. 119 
Some systems tend to have the principal as the sole evaluator. 
However, we are warned against the single evaluator by VanderWer£ when he 
says: 
May I interlard that to allow teacher evaluation to rest 
with a single person is to place too much power in the hands 
o£ many questionable people. Until such a time as teaching 
really attains pro£essional status, single appraisals should 
be avoided at all costs.lO 
In Newton, Massachusetts, the principal initiates the merit program 
when he £eels a teacher lives up to the criteria set up £or Ne~~on notable 
service. The principal submits his report to the assistant superinten-
dent o£ schools who, with the superintendent o£ schools, studies the recom-
mendation and presents their £indings to the school committee.11 
8Gragg, ~· cit., pp. 162-163. 
9r. C. Nicholas, "Salary Schedules are Based on E££ectiveness o£ 
Teaching, 11 Nation's Schools, 57:53, June, 1956.. 
- -10L. S. VanderWer£, "The Evaluation o£ Teaching," American School 
Board Journal, 133:28, October, 1956. 
11 H. B. Gores, "Awards £or Notable Service, 11 Journal o£ Teacher 
Education, 8:165-169, - June, 1957. 
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In West Hartford, Connecticut, a teacher may be nominated to the 
"career" teacher classification by "!:-he principal or any group of three 
or more teachers. A pePs on may even apply for himself. The decision is 
not with a single person. All supporting information on the merit of an 
individual teacher is submitted to a central administrative committee 
composed of the Director of Elementary Education, one elementary princi-
pal and the assistant superintendent of schools. The membership of the 
principal is rotated.12 
Another note on the movement away from the single evaluator is 
Anthony H. McNaughton, Lecturer in History at Ard..-nore Teachers College, 
Auckland, New· Zealand. He points out that principals exercised consid-
erable influence over the rating o£ teachers because the inspectors 
attached to the education board appreciated the advice of those who saw 
the teachers daily" instead of twice a year. Although McNaughton states 
that New Zealand is slowly eliminating the practice of rating by one per-
son, they are not losing interest in the idea of merit rating which they 
have used since 1920. In his own words he states, "In New Zealand we are 
moving away from rating by one person, but not from merit provisions.11lJ 
Belmock, which is an assumed name, points out that no one principal 
or principal's assistant has the time to do a thorough job of evaluating 
12E. H. Thorne, 11West Hartfa·rd's Career Salary Plan, 11 Journal of 
Teacher Education, 8:143-147, June, 1957. 
13
uMeri t Rating Review Symposium, 11 School Executive, 77:96-104, 
September, 1957. 
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because of their many duties and their heavy burden of public relations 
work, committee meetings, and other obligations. Belmock also mentions 
that surveys have proved that any administrator should not rate more 
than seven co-workers in order to be effective. Belmock refers to "sur-
veys" and >-That they prove, but he does not name the surveys nor in any 
way directly quote their results. If these surveys prove that no admin-
istrative person can effectively rate more than seven co-workers, then 
it follmrs that more than one evaluator is necessary .14 
It is important, in the opinion of the writers of this thesis, that 
the rater or the evaluator has the time to rate in a fair, valid and re-
liable manner. He must also have the confidence of his staff and the 
confidence and cooperation of the person being evaluated. 
Greider states that no evaluation program based on merit can be 
completely objective. He, along with many others, places the principal in 
a position of responsibility in the line of evaluators when he says: 
The judgment of principals, superintendents, and perhaps 
selected colleagues will probably always play a large part, 
in my opinion it should. I believe that principals and, in 
large schools, department heads, should carry most of the re-
sponsibility for evaluating teachers, just as deans and de-
partment heads carry it on in higher institutions.l5 
14 J. Belmock, 11Why Teachers Fear Herit Rating," Clearing House, 
32:17-18, September, 1957. 
l5c. Greider, "Practical Compromise on Merit Rating: Academic 
Ranks for Teacher~?," Education, 78:428-429, March, 1958. 
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Coen, in the ~Delta Kappan, presents some real research on the 
merit rating question. He also points out that generally in most com-
munities an evaluating connnittee is used. According to Coen: 
To most teachers, a vital question in merit rating is, 'Who 
does it?' The .study shows that it is a group or committee 
£unction much more o£ten than it is the duty o£ a~ one indi-
vidual. More than twice as many districts employ a rating. 
committee as delegate responsible to one person. Personnel 
included board members, (trustees, school committeemen, etc.), 
snperintendents, principals, personnel o££icials, supervisors, 
and department heads. In the majorit,y of districts the admin-
istrative sta££--superintendent, principals, supervisors and/or 
department heads--did the rating. Teacher committees were con-
spicuously absent. However, many responding school districts 
stated that planning, development, evaluation, and revision o£ 
their merit rating programs were extensively if not entirely 
done by in-service committees, or £aculty groups 'in toto•. 
The appraisal committees were appointed rather than selected in 
almost every case. The very £ew instances o£ teachers as a 
group judging their peers ranged £rom judging all the teachers 
in the district to only those teachers in the igme building in 
which the cormni ttee members themselves taught. 
The principal should certainly play a leading role in the evalua-
tion o£ his teachers. He is a master teacher and is in the per£ect po-
sition o£ knowing, understanding and judging his teachers daily, not just 
occasionally. 
Maey merit systems employ the judgment o£ the superintendent o£ 
schools. Many other communities use the superintendent as an ex-officio 
evaluator because they £eel that he does not see the teacher teaching o£ten 
16A. w. Coen, "An Analysis o£ Success£ul Merit Rating Programs," 
~Delta Kappan, 39:395, June, 1958 
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enough. Tiedman feels that the most frequently used method bas been to 
have superintendents, principals, or supervisors observe the teacher and 
rate her performance in the teaching situation.l7 
It is the opinion of Dickey, Dean of the College of Education at 
the University of Kentucky, that merit plans require better than average 
administrators. He says: 
These men and women must be honest, fair minded, and intelligent; 
they must be above pettiness, politics, or dishonesty. There are 
such persons in positions of leadership. Advantage should be 
taken of the assistance which administrators can render in bring-
ing about a better salary program.l8 
According to the 1956 "Opinion Poll" in the Nation's Schools, 
57 per cent of the respondents did not regard the rating of teachers to 
be solely the responsibility of the administrative staff and the board. 
The majority (51 per cent) would like fellow teachers to have a hand in 
establishing merit ratings. A fourth (26 per cent) thought parents 
should be represented and almost the same per centage (23 per cent) would 
bring the children into the rating effort.l9 
According to the 1958 "Merit Rating: Opinion Pell" in the Nation's 
Schools taken two years after the poll just mentioned above, some 
l7n. V. Tiedman, 11Pay for Teaching, 11 Harvard Educational Review, 
22:103, Spring, . l952. 
1~. G. Dickey, "What are Good Teachers Worth?" Phi Delta Kappan, 
35:187, January, 1954. _ . . ·-
l9uapinion Poll," Nation's Schools, 57:92-94, May, 1956. 
interesting changes have occurred in the thinking of superintendents. 
On the first "Opinion Poll" it was noted that 11the majority of 
superintendents favored it 'in principle' but raised dubious eyebrows 
on its irnplementation.n20 
Now, in 1958: 
Three fourths of the respondents indicate that they have had 
a change of heart on merit rating within the last two years; 
77.5 per cent say they are more favorably disposed to merit 
rating now than before as compared to 22.5 per cent who say they 
are more opposed now than before. 
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Although 80.8 per cent of the superintendents in the 1958 poll 
favor merit rating and 74 per cent think their school boards would 
not object (as compared with 88 per cent who said Yes and 14 per 
cent who said No in the 1956 poll), the old bugaboo about dif-
ficulties in putting it to practice still exist.21 
Concerning the question of who shall evaluate a teacher, the poll 
reports: 
Should parents, children and fellmi teachers then ·participate 
in identif,1ing superior teachers? Sixty-five per cent of the 
respondents say Yes to this. Qf .those favoring the step, 62.6 
per cent would have only fellow teachers in on the judging, and 
19.6 per cent think the three groups should participate. Some 
indicate that parents and children should participate but only 
indirectly.22 
Spaulding and Hummel in their article, 11A New Answer To an Old 
Question," say: 
20,1Merit Rating: Opinion Poll, 11 Nation's Schools, 6:61, June, 1958. 
Even in the largest school systems, decisions about promotion 
of teachers should be made by the superintendent of schools, 
with the advice of a committee of teachers. This responsibility 
is too important to be delegated.23 
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Jack M. Logan, Superintendent of Schools in Waterloo, Iowa, notes 
that extra pay may be requested for meritorious service on the part of 
teachers. This request may be made by principals, directors, supervisors 
or departrnent heads. According to Logan: 
The superintendent of schools, who has the responsibility for 
the final decision, reviews all recommendations. Conferences 
may be held betwe~n the superintendent and persons making the 
recommendations.24 
The superintendent should have a voice in the evaluation of the 
teachers in his system. This can be easily accompl~shed by presenting the 
superintendent with all the necessary documents and available information 
on a given teacher. No one expects a superintendent to know and be able 
to evaluate critically and minutely in a day to day fashion, every teacher 
on his faculty. He must, however, have a vote in the final decision as 
befits his position. 
Many people feel that supervisors are in a perfect position to 
evaluate their teachers providing that the supervisor makes frequent visits 
to the classroom. Only by seeing and trmrking 'With a teacher constantly 
can a supervisor truly evaluate that teacher's attitudes, interests and 
effectiveness. 
23w. B. Spaulding and E. Hununel, 11A New Answer To an Old Question," 
American School Board Journal, 132:22, June, 1956. 
2411Brief Descriptions of Merit Salary," Journal of Teacher Education 
8:179, June, 1957. 
Misner claims: 
Rating done exclusively by administrators and supervisors is 
a red herring employed by the commission to confuse the ~~ue 
and to discourage creative thinking and experimentation. 
Nicholas states that in Ladue, Missouri: 
The superintendent of schools may participate in the evalua-
tion process at any time or at the request of either party. 
Building principals make recommendations for a teacher's place-
ment on one of the salary schedules to the superintendent of 
schools. The superintendent, in turn, recommends salaries to 
the board of education. If at any time a satisfactory agreement 
cannot be reached between the evaluator and the teacher, either 
party has the privilege of consulting with the superintendent. 
When such a situation arises, a conference will be called and 
will include the pri.ncipal, the teacher, the superintendent and 
any other person the superintendent or the parties concerned 
feel might be of help in resolving the disagreement.26 
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In many systems the supervisors work closely with the staff. In 
such an instance a supervisor doesknow and is able to judge his co-
workers. However, some systems are too large for daily or even weekly 
contact between a supervisor and a teacher. In this case, the supervi-
sor may assist in the evaluation of a teacher but the writers of this 
thesis feel the supervisor's evaluation should be considered second to 
the principal r s own judgment. 
Some writers feel very strongly that every teacher in a building 
knows who are the outstanding teachers and he also knows who are the in-
effective or inefficient teachers. Burke feels that any teachers selected 
25Paul J. Misner, "Teacher Rating is the Responsibility of the 
Entire Profession," Nation's Schools, 48:23, August, 1951. 
. 
2~icholas, loc. cit. 
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for merit should definitely be considered outstanding by their colleagues.27 
Miller, in speaking about the rating of teachers by teachers, 
states that sometimes evaluation committees have been set up composed of 
teachers but 11time is not available for general evaluation, teachers are 
reluctant to serve on such committees and are frequently hesitant to be 
evaluated by fellow teachers as by supervisors.n28 
A novel and new approach has been suggested by Miller, Principal, 
Allen-Normal Schools in Kansas City, Missouri. Miller feels that every 
teacher or person to ·be rated should rate each other within a building. 
On this type of rating no signatures would be required. At the same time, 
the principal would rate each teacher individually using the same scale 
used by the teachers but the principal's ratings would carry~~ 
weight than the other ratings. This system, according to Miller, should 
extend even to teachers rating principals or superintendents and mailing 
their ratings to the school superintendent •s office anonymously. All these 
ratings, both signed and unsigned, should be kept locked _up but should 
always be available for review. Miller feels that no administrator or 
supervisor who only occasionally visits a room should rate a teacher. He 
feels his system is fair and workable.29 
27Arvid J. Burke, "Some Dangers of Merit Measurement," Nation's 
Schools, 41:27-28, January, 1948. 
28. 
Miller, ~· cit. 
29r.eo R. Miller, "Let Those Who Teach Rate for Merit," School 
Executive, 68:55-56, May, 1949. 
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In Glencoe, Illinois, teachers are placed on the two review boards 
used in the Glencoe system. In Glencoe three levels of teacher service 
and development are established. The first level is called the probation-
ary level and includes the first two or three years of service in the 
Glencoe system. At the end of this period all of the teacher's records are 
reviewed by the Personnel Board. Misner notes: 
This Personnel Committee is composed of two teachers elected 
by the faculty, the chairman of the education committee of the 
board of education, and two representatives of the administra-
tive and supervisory staff. It determines the achievement of 
continuing tenure by probationary teachers, reviews cases of 
recognized incompetence, and is responsible for the initial 
selection and placement of teachers within the school system.30 
The Personnel Committee studies the various records presented on 
a particular teacher and determines if he should be placed upon the next 
level of teacher service. 
The second level is the professional level and includes eight to 
nine years of service during which time progress along the salary schedule 
is automatic unless there is sufficient evidence of incompetence. If 
incompetence is in question, the case is referred to the Personnel Com-
mittee. 
The third level of teacher service is referred to as career-
teacher. This provides for eight additional years of service accompanied 
by automatic salary improvement. When a teacher is ready to move to the 
3~~- •t 24 
-.m.sner, ~· ~·, p. • 
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career-teacher level his case is reviewed by a merit board whose recom-
mendations are subject to the approval of the board of educatioa. Again 
this merit board includes teachers. As Misner points out: 
The merit board is composed of two teachers elected by the 
faculty, the chairman of the education committee of the board 
of education, a principal other than the principal of the 
individual who is under consideration for career-teacher classi-
fication, and a specialist in personnel selected from a source 
outside the school system.Jl 
Both these Glencoe committees try to base their judgements on ob-
jective evidence but they may ask for further evaluation from teachers, 
administrators or adults in the community. Vdsner feels that evaluation 
is the 11inescapable responsibility of the school system,n32 and the "re-
sponsibility for improving teacher rating must be shared by the entire 
profession.u33 
Concerning teacher evaluation by their peers, VanderWerf says that 
this works successfully on the college level but he questions whether it 
will work in the public schools when he asks: 
How, for example, · can a staff of teachers support a code which 
specifies certain kinds of obligations to pupils, the profession, 
et. al, without the further willingness to maintain respectable 
adherence to its principles, even to the place, if need be, of 
recommending dissolution of contracts?34 
JlMisner, !££· ~· 
34vanderWerf, ±2.£. cit. 
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In Champaign, Illinois, according to E. H. Mellon, who is super-
intendent of schools in that district: 
Teachers have been evaluated by a committee of fellow teachers 
during each of the past 13 years. Members of the Champaign Edu-
cation Association first developed the evaluation committee in 
l9L~. The Board of Education approved it and incorporated its 
powers into the Board's rules and regulations. The committee con-
sists of the superintendent and teachers elected by the
5 
Association 
from elementary, junior high, and senior high levels.3 
In writing for a symposium, John R. Rogers, of the Fort Hays 
Kansas State College, says that he feels merit should be determined by 
a committee of one's orr.n peers, people who have a first hand knowledge 
of what good instr~ction is.36 
Teachers certainly are in a position to know about other teachers. 
They have a keen awareness of what should go on inside the classroom 
walls. They can evaluate and judge one another and their knowledge should 
be used as their judgments may be of great value. 
Concerning the possibility of having a parent or member of the com-
munity evaluate the teachers very little bas been written. 
Littler feels that the parent may not know by salary, but certainly 
does know exactly who the good or superior teachers are in the community. 
According to Littler, the parent knows through his child and the child's 
3511Brief 'Descriptions of Merit Salary}' Journal of Teacher Education, 
~- ~., . p. 176. --
36''Merit Rating Controversy; Symposium, n School Executive, 
86:171-175, April 12, 1958. 
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reactions and comments just about what is going on in the classroom.37 
Such word spreads rapidly from parent to parent and in a short time the 
entire community knows the superior teachers. 
The basis of judgment used by a parent may be slightly different 
than criteria already discussed in this thesis. It is the opinion of the 
1·7riters, that the parents and the trained evaluators may judge the same 
teacher as superior. 
Dickinson feels that the parents and families of the school child 
receive the direct result of a teacher's work. The happy child in school is 
the happy child at home. The child feels that he is appreciated, he is 
getting somewher e and that he is being treated fairly. Dickinson states 
that admini strators and teacher committees look at different phases of 
a teacher's work but that parents will reflect altogether different opin-
ions based on the growth and reaction of their children.38 
On the other hand, Bushong feels that rating by parents would be 
most difficult . 11However, 11 says Bushong, 11any school administrator will 
tell you that a teacher rated as excellent from the point of view of one 
parent may rate unsatisfactory in the eyes of another.n39 
The movement towards evaluation by parents is not strong, but it 
is a possibility. As in many other situations invol'ling human beings, 
37Robert R. Littler, "Parable of the Talents, 11 American School 
Board Journal, 116:29-31, January, 1948. 
3~ta M. Dickinson, "Parent Looks at Merit Rating," American 
School Board Journal, 128:40, May, 1954 
39 J. \v. Bushong, "Automatic Salary Increases Cannot Be Justified," 
Nation's Schools, 61:44, .February, 1958. 
many problems enter into such an evaluation, but if properly screened 
and guided, such ratings may be of value. 
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School board members have been mentioned as possible candidates 
for the evaluating committee. They are usually parents and as such would 
come under the comments already made concerning parents as evaluators. 
The school board also comes into the picture when salaries of 
teaching personnel are discussed. As a result, whenever merit salary in-
creases are established the school board members actually are evaluating 
the teacher. Therefore, ~o have a school board member visiting for evalu-
ation and devoting his time in the conferences and meetings necessary 
for evaluation is a repetition of duties and therefore not entirely neces-
sary. 
Many writers feel that the pupils of any teacher know whether he 
is really good or not. As a result, some people feel that the student 
should be allowed a voice in the evaluation of a teacher. 
In the May , 1956, Nation's Schools there was an "Opinion Poll". 
There was a comment in this poll that was attributed to a Massachusetts 
superintendent who remained anonymous. The comment was that he would not 
allow children, parents, or teachers to participate in the ratings because 
"real competence would become confused with popularity. tt40 
Another view also expressed in this article came from an unidenti-
fied administrator who felt parents of elementary children and the students 
4o"Opinion Poll," Nation's Schools, op. cit., p. 94. 
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themselves (on the elementary level) can be £ooled by a clever teacher 
building himsel£ up. However, on the high school level, the seniors 
are very discerning, juniors somewhat less, and sophomores and freshmen 
were more inclined to take the teacher's word £or it that he was a good 
teacber.41 
Concerning pupil evaluation, VanderWer£ says: 
While students in general agree on general characteristics, 
they are most reliable in early adolescence becoming decreas-
ingly so as they move up or doWl!l the age scale. Further, the 
qualities change rank quite decidedly with maturity, nobody 
knowing exactly their properly weighted relationships.42 
VanderWer£ goes on to say that student appraisals are acceptable 
£or in£ormal teacher ratings but, 11when, however, these are turned over 
to supervisors, complications are i.nvited.n43 
Bushong, in discussing rating by pupils questions the entire pos-
sibility when he asks: 
I wonder what the results would be i£ we could get an honest 
report about the teacher the pupils thought was best when they 
were in school, and then a similar statement about the one they 
thought best 20 years later. Would it be the same teacher? 
Could be, but the odds are probably against it. In school the 
choice would perhaps be the athletic coach or the science teacher 
with a dramatic £lair. In later li£e their choice might be one 
they £ound dull in school, a stickler £or detail--but one whom 
they have came to realize really gave them some principals or 
maxims to live by and with. Can we wait 20 years £or children 
to mature to know which o£ their teachers was the most e£fective?44 
4~id, pp. 92-94 42vanderWerf, loc. ~· 
43vanderWer£, loc. ~., 44Bushong, loc. cit. 
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Grotke, a Group Leader in Elementary Education at the University 
of Wisconsin, in his study of professional distances felt that in order 
to obtain a more accurate picture of the ratings of teachers we must mea-
sure the professional distances between the rater and the ratee. Accord-
ing to Grotke, professional distance is "the frequency and divergency be-
tween points of view held by professional workers on what constitutes the 
professional role of the good teacher.u45 
Concerning self-evaluation Grotke has this to say: 
The evaluation of one's own teaching is an expression of the 
difference between one's concept of one's performance and one's 
concept of the professional role of the good teacher. The 
evaluation of another's teaching is an expression denoting the 
difference between one's concept of another's teaching and one's 
concept of the professional role of the good teacher. If the 
teacher who is approximating her own concept of good teaching 
is evaluated by a rater whose concept is quite different from 
hera¥.n, the rating is apt to be poor. If the same teacher is 
evaluated by a rater whose concept is similar to that of the 
teacher's, then the rating is apt to be good.46 
Fosdick, Executive Secretary of the Personnel Standards Commission 
of the California Teachers' Association, in discussing evaluation and 
evaluators notes that self-evaluation on the part of a teacher is very im-
portant. He points out that originally a great objection to this style 
of evaluation was that teachers felt that "self-judgment on a scale that 
included such words as 'superior' and 'below average' forced them into 
4~. M. Grotke, "Professional Distance and Teacher Evaluation," 
~Delta Kappan, 34:127, January, 1953. 
46Ibid. 
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comparisons with other teachers and implied judgment of their colleagues.n47 
This objection was minimized when teachers were asked to check only those 
qualities and skills they considered their strongest points and those they 
considered their weakest points and on which they would like help. This 
thereby eliminated comparison, according to Fosdick. 
Nicholas also mentions that he feels self-evaluation on the part of 
the teacher is a vital part of the evaluation process.48 
VanderWerf, Dean of the College of Education at Northeastern Univer-
sity, feels that this is both democratic and worthy of careful study but 
he states, "It is doubtful if school boards who are wary o.f automatic 
increments .;.ould consider this a satisfactory solution.u49 
In surrmmrizing the question of who shall evaluate for merit, it may 
be noted that whether the community establishes the individual type or 
the committee type team .for evaluation, everyone involved should be able 
to devote enough time to this most important task. 
The evaluator should understand and appreciate the teaching pro.fes-
sion and he should be sophisticated enough to judge his observations. He 
should also understand the meaning and implications of the standards of 
performance or criteria and be able to identify the traits of a good teacher. 
47H. H. Fosdick, ":Herit Rating--How and By Whom?" Nation's Schools, 
57:60, January, 1956. 
48 
Nicholas, .!££· ~·, 49 VanderWerf, loc. cit. 
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The person who evaluates must see the teacher in his classroom a 
suf£icient number of times to judge validly on a number of visits rather 
than on one visit or two visits in the course of a year. 
The principal by the intrinsic nature of his position is certainly 
a key figure in this picture. other teachers and supervisors are also im-
portant personages and should be included on any evaluating comwittee. 
No matter what plan is adopted for a community, it must be remembered 
that every community is different, reflecting its o•m unique personality. 
As such, every community will need an especially tailored evaluator or eval-
uating committee chosen £or the community's o•m needs. The size, the phil-
osophy o£ education, the economic-social situation, the geographic place-
ment, the climatic problems, and all other temperaments native to a community 
all tend to color its individual merit salary plan. 
CHI\Pl'ER V 
INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASUREMENT 
It seems that the final use of the results of supervision and 
evaluation needs to require some type of technique or instrument to de-
termine the degree of success or failure of instruction when attempting 
to classify teachers on merit schedulesrelating to pay increases or de-
creases. Nally's statement says: 
The writer is forced to agree with Thondike in his now famous 
statement that whatever exists, exists in some measurable quan-
tity. Thus teaching effectiveness and professional growth can 
be measured.l 
Whether this shall be in the form of a rating scale, profile chart, 
score card, or other devices remains to be determined, but it may be ex-
pected, however, that whatever the technique used it will necessarily undergo 
a series of field tryouts and revisions before satisfactor,y agreewent can 
be reached as to common practices and procedures in determining teacher 
evaluation. Eventually, perhaps, the technique or instrument may be vali-
dated and generally accepted. However, the present literature is far 
astray of aey agreement. Cooper mentions: 
Evidence of the quality of teaching can be accumulated as a 
basis for appraisal. This is not to deey the need for further 
improving the processes and techniques for gathering and sum-
marizing objective evidence. 2 
~. P. Nally, "The Question of Merit Rating, 11 American School Board 
Journal, p. 36, February, 1957. 
2n. H. Cooper, "Techniques for Teacher Appraisal Needed," Elementary 
School Journal, 48:354, March, 1948. 
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Many school systems today are under pressure to adopt salary 
schedules based on merit classifications and it is evident that some 
sort of device for rating of teachers is necessary in order to report 
the results of classroom teaching. As stated by Badders, 11Merit rating 
is to improve the quality of instruction. ,.3 
Superintendents today are obligated to make an inventory of the 
efficiency and progress achieved by their staffs, and in order to do 
this favorably, some type of an instrument or device of measurement must 
be used for such formal annual inventory and appraisal of teaching ef-
ficiency and growth. Beach says, ttAmong school superintendents there ap-
pears to be a growing conviction that merit rating is here.u4 
In any rating system the ideal toward which planning and effort 
should be directed is to have ratings adequately and accurately picture 
existing conditions. To be fair, ratings must be based upon objective 
standards, must be made and used in an impersonal and impartial manner, 
and must provide for special consideration and adjustment to fit those 
exceptional cases where rating in ter.ms of any mechanical system would 
work an injustice to all concerned. Beach also claims, 11We must develop 
techniques to perceive what really counts in the classroom and we have 
not done this yet.n5 
Jn. R. Badders, 11Salary Increases Alone Won't .Eliminate Poor Teach-
ing,n Nation's Schools, _58:51, November, 1956. 
4L. w. Beach, 11Are Merit Ratings Valid," Educational Digest, 22:6, 
April, 1957. 
-'Beach, !£• ~., p. 8. 
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The fundamental purpose of the rating is to serve as a means for 
improving the quality of teaching. Grim reports: 
Teaching is effective to the extent the teacher does things, 
or behaves, in ways that are favorable to the development of 
skills, understandings, work habits, desirable attainments, and6 
adequate personal adjustment on the part of pupils or students. 
This result may best be obtained through the use of the scale or 
device by the principal or supervisor as a means of supervision and 
through its use by the teachers for the purpose of self-rating. Some 
devices have been constructed to serve as a guide to principals, super-
visors, and teachers in the analysis of the teaching process, the condi-
tions of the classnoom, and certain other factors affecting the teacher's 
efficiency. It is suggested in the present literature that the devices 
be made for the use of conferences of individual and groups of teachers 
after the principal or supervisor has made careful study of classroom 
conditions. A secondary but necesssry function of the rating device is 
for evaluating the service of teachers who must be given a numerical rat-
ing for the merit rating committee. 
It is probable that the literature in the past ten years seems to 
be in agreement on techniques and devices used for rating classroom 
teachers in determining merit for merit schedule pay classifications, fall 
into five general evaluation devices: (1) check scale, (2) guided-comment 
6P. R. Grim and others, "Study of Instruments to Appraise Teaching 
Competency, 11 Educational Research Bulletin, 33:69, March, 1954. 
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report, (3) characterization report, (4) descriptive reports, and (5) 
ranking report. 
Then of the five general evaluation forms listed, six combinations 
are found: (1) check scale and guided comment report, (2) check scale 
and characterization report, (3) check scale and descriptive evaluation, 
(4) guided-comment and characterization report, (5) check scale, guided-
comment report, and characterization report, and (6) check scale, descrip-
tive evaluation, and characterization report. 
A statement brought forth by Haughton should be mentioned at this 
time: 
Many teachers react strongly against merit scales. They justify 
their stand qy referring to the inabilit.y of experts to produce a 
completely satisfactory rating scale and defensible procedures.7 
The check scale. The most frequently used judgments are sought qy 
means of a check scale. This device lists several characteristics of the 
teacher and his work, each of which is to be evaluated. Sometimes the 
check scale lists types of pupil responses rather than characteristics of 
the teacher, and the rater is asked to estimate the teacher's success in 
drawing forth each response from pupils. 
There are a variety of forms of check scale in use at present. 
The general style, the size, the items on which teachers are rated, the 
7A. H. Haughton, 11 How New Zealand Rates Its Teachers," School 
Executive, 77:102, September, 1957. 
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organization of the items, the arrangement of the scales of value, and 
the provisions for summation vary from one scale to another. Stewart 
says: 
No salary schedule can be devised which accurately allocates 
a sum of money to all personnel for services rendered. Yet each 
and every principal knows ~ho his best teachers are and he can 
also classify those of average abilities and those of poor ability.8 
Some scales give directions to raters, while others do not. Some 
ask the rater to indicate the number of times he has observed the teacher 
at work. Some scales permit additional comments, others require such 
comments, and still others make no provision for them. Some scales request 
recommendations in terms of distinct purposes, such as re-employment, 
transfer, change of teaching grade, or salary change. Some scales are de-
signed for use only with certain types of teachers, such as; principal, 
grade supervisors, or special supervisor. 
The items upon which teachers are to be rated constitute the most 
important part of the internal structure of rating scalses to be checked 
off. These items generally follow these classifications: (1) personal 
characteristics, (2) social relations, (3) professional qualifications, 
(4) work habits, (5) instructional skill, (6) non-instructional school ser-
vice, and (7) pupil results. Stoops and Marks report: 
True evaluation makes for improvement and growth through 
analysis of individuals strengths and weaknesses, and thus 
should be the basis of guidance and constructive criticism.9 
8 A. M. Stewart, "Should All Be Paid Alike?" American School Board 
Journal, 42:89, March, 1958. 
9E. Stoops and J. Marks, "What About Teacher Evaluation?u, School 
Executive, 77:97, September, 1957. 
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One of the most noticeable characteristics of check scales re-
viewed in recent literature is their lackaf uniformity, yet it is pos~ 
sible to note certain preferred practices as follows: 
1. The items are classified under general headings. 
2. Accurate definition of all items in the scale. 
3. The ratings of the individual items are summed up in 
a fashion to obtain a composite score. 
4. The items are weighted in deliberate fashion to allow 
for strong and weak values of a teacher, and to provide 
for individual differences among teachers. 
5. A five point scale is the most popular, with a sequence 
of units ranging from inferior to superior on which each 
item is scored. 
6. If a statistically average composite score is to be ob-
tained from the scale, numerical values must be assigned 
to the points of the scale. If, hm~ever, a statistical 
average is not desired, the points can be labeled with 
letters or wards such as "excellent," 11good, 11 11fair," 
and 11poor, 11 or 11A, 11 11B, 11 '-'C," and 11D. 11 
7. Most of the check scales appear to have been designed 
with the understanding that every teacher is to be rated 
on every item. 
8. Most scales provide extra space for such comments as a 
rater might care to make in connection with the rating, 
with such headings as 11Remarks 11 or "Comments". 
9. Nearly all scales provide brief instructions to the rater. 
Numerous cautions to be observed in rating have been pointed 
out by research workers. 
10. It is maintained that the normal-probability curve cannot 
justifiably be applied to teachers, since teachers are 
already a selected group before they obtain positions. 
11. The school principal, supervisor, and cooperative teacher 
usually are the ones to make the rating. 
12. The purpose of most scales are to: (a) change teaching 
assignment, (b) for re-employment, (c) transfer to a 
different school, (d) to determine salary, {e) to estab-
lish tenure, (f) to select candidates for promotions, and 
(g) to locate teachers who need help with instruction. 
13. Nearly all scales provide for informing teachers of their 
ratL71g usually in the f orm of an individual conference. 
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14. A few scales require the rater to state his qualifications 
for passing judgment, such as: (a) the number of years 
the teacher has been under hi~ supervision, (b) the number 
of visits he has made to the teacher's classroom, (c) the 
length of the visit, or (d) the number of conferences held 
with the teacher. 
Three kinds of check scales have been noted: (1) point scales, 
(2) graphic scales, and (3) diagnostic scales. Fosdick says: 
Nearly all the instruments adopted before 1953 were of the 
check-chart type in which a 4-10 point scale was used to rate 
employees on scores of skills and qualities considered to be 
marks of a good teacher.lO 
Point scales have numerical labels f or the scale units. In the 
graphic scales the scale units are arranged in such a way that checks on 
them protray a rating graphically. Ma~ point scales are also graphic 
scales. A diagnostic scale has, under each scale step, a descriptive 
statement indicating an appropriate type of behavior. Diagnostic scales 
may be arranged graphically and, by the addition of numerical values 
to the definitions, may also be point scales. 
10H. A. Fosdick, 11l1erit Rating--How and By Whom?", School Executive, 
57:59, January, 1956. 
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The check scale may require only the answering of a series of 
questions by nyesu or 11no11 , or at the other extreme, it may require the 
checking of a 100-point scale for each of dozens of items. It may be 
"grafic," "diagnostic," 11 classified, 11 or may be arranged in some other 
manner. 
Guided-comment reports. Guided-comment reports have not been 
analyzed extensively in recent literature dealing with merit schedules. 
C. w. McCartha reports: 
Anyone who has studied teacher evaluation literature, and 
is acquainted with the current interest in the problems, can-
not help but be impressed with the tremendous conflicting 
problems and the little amount of actual systematic investi-
gation that has been conducted upon sound data.ll 
The fact that most check scales have one or two questions closely 
related to the scale items makes the guided-comment report difficult to 
distinguish as a separate instrument. However, some school systems do 
rely exclusively on guided-comment reports for teacher evaluation in re-
gard to merit schedule pay. 
Most of the guided-comment reports are apparently designed for use 
with all types of teachers •in a school system. However, some guided-
comment reports are used and designed exclusively for probationary teachers. 
Instructions are generally omitted for the rater as each statement 
is guided in such a way as to not necessarily require information in re-
porting. 
lie. W. McCartha, "Practice of Teacher Evaluation in the Southeast 
in 1948, 11 Educational Research, 44:123, October, 1950. 
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The guided-comment report contains leading questions or phrases 
to guide the raters' comments in evaluation of teachers. Certain kinds 
of headings used in the guided-comment report are as follows: 
1. Indicate points of weakness and deficiency in the teacher. 
2. Indicate points of strength and accomplishments. 
3. Make recommendations regarding re-employment, transfer, 
assignments, tenure, and promotion. 
4. Comment on teacher's ability to establish good personal 
relations. 
5. Comment on the teacher's health and physical condition. 
6. Describe evidence of growth and improvement of the teacher. 
7. Describe the teacher's personality. 
B. State your opinion of the teacher's potential value. 
9. Describe the teacher's professional attitude and profes-
sional qualities. 
The officials who are usually considered to make the guided-comment 
report are generally listed as the principal and classroom supervisor, and 
in a few cases the department heads and a teacher committee are given some 
responsibility in this type of rating. In a few school systems the raters · 
are required to specify their qualifications for passing judgment: how 
often they have observed the teacher in the classroom, the number of class-
room visits, how long the teacher has been under their supervision, and 
length of the raters' visit to the classroom. Objectivity is a very im-
portant criteria for raters to always have in mind when evaluating work cr.: 
t eachers. 
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Bowers says, "Evaluation must have a reasonable degree of objec-
tivity to supplement the subjective judgment of the administrator.nl2 
Then Brormell continues with the same reasoning: 
~le the administrative staff must assume responsibility 
for recommendations and decisions of competence, teachers and 
other staff members need to have the opportunity of supp~ing 
evidence upon which these recommendations are formulated. 3 
Characterization report. The characterization report simply re-
quests the rater to characterize his total impressions of the teacher's 
merit with a single descriptive adjective or letter such as, 11A," nB," 
tl c' II II'D' tl or 11Superior' II tl Good' II II Average' tl "Poor. tl Cook believes the 
best and fairest method of evaluation is: 
Cooperatively determined criteria used to rate teachers into 
five groups: unsatisfactory, passable, average, good, and ex-
cellent. Their salaries would correspond to their rating.l4 
Sometimes these characterization reports require the rater to justifY 
his remarks by explanatory statements, but generally no additional state-
ments are desired. 
A true characterization report rating is one that is made without 
benefit of a detailed list of items to check. It has the advantage of 
12E. G. Bowers, 11 How One School Evaluates Its Teachers," American 
School Board Journal, 131:40, July, 1955. 
l3s. M. Brownell, ''Workable Plan for Recognition of Merit, 11 
Nation's Schools, 40:21, November, 1947. 
ll~T. A. Cook, 11Merit Rating and Salary Increase, 11 American School 
Board Journal, 124:33, June, 1952. 
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being easy to make and simple to interpret, but it suf'fers the dis-
advantage of being made without a thorough review of all the teacher's 
characteristics. As Bushong says: 
The type of merit rating plan that seems to arouse the most 
objections is one which is administratively controlled and in 
which subjective judgment plays a prominent roll. The 90% of 
teachers who do not reach merit wonder--~t yardstick was used? ~o applied it? When was it applied?l5 
Some school systems call for a single characterization of every 
teacher as 11 satisfactory" or 11unsatisfactory11 • This marking is the only 
report made for satisfactory teachers. For teachers rated unsatisfactory, 
however, the rater is required to complete a check scale. It should be 
noted that in this instance the teacher is already classified as unsatis-
factory before the check scale is marked. 
Descriptive ratings. This type of rating simply means the process 
of recording facts rather than expressing judgments. A sharp differen-
tiation should be made by all who use the system between description and 
evaluation. Evaluation is to mean deter.mining merit, passing judgment as 
to desirable or undesirableness. Description is to mean recording what is 
observed, listing factual evidence, expressing judgment as to type, or de-
gree or amount without reference to merit. 
Included in the report should be information regarding the follow-
ing: Instructional method and skill, professional attitude and spirit, 
15J. ~J. Bushong, 11Automatic Salary Increases Cannot be Justi:fied,n 
Nation's Schools, 61:44, _February, 1958. 
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professional leadership, social efficiency, executive ability, and adapt-
ability. 
Each of these phases involves generalization from a series of 
facts collected over a long period. Presumably the summarization of facts 
will be made only after many observations, conferences, and experiences. 
Nicholas recommends that: 
The evaluation of a teacher's work should be a continuous 
process rather than a periodic procedure and should call for 
consistent appraisal of aims and techniques with recommenda-
tions for progress.16 _ 
Records from day to day should be made where specific instances of 
merit or defect upon which the summarizations are based, and at the time 
of rating, all contacts are to be eA~ressed in a letter rating. 
It would seem necessary that a philosophy of education adopted by 
a particular community should be completely explained and understood by 
all staff members before descriptive reports are undertaken. Therefore, 
all who use merit rating should keep the adopted philosophy in mind as ra-
tings are made and interpreted. 
An illustration of the public school code of Hamtramck, MicPigan, 
states: 
The purpose of public education in Hamtramck shall be to 
develop individuals who can live successfully in a democracy. 
Successful living means that: 
16r. C. Nicholas, 11Salary Schedules are Based on Effectiveness of 
Teaching," Nation1s Schools, 57:53, June, 1956. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Thev must be able to see the problems in their 
" own and the social life; 
They must be able to solve these problems success£ully; 
They must be willing to take the necessary steps to 
achieve the solution. 
An analysis o£ success£ul living shows that there are six 
major £ields o£ problems. These are: 
1. Health 4. Vocational Activity 
2. Ethical Character 5. Home membership 
3. Citizenship 6. Recreation 
In each o£ these £ields it shall be the policy to make the 
child acquainted with present-day problems, with a knowledge 
o£ the achievement and methods o£ solution developed by man in 
the past, and with the needs and possibilities o£ the £uture. 
The methods used to achieve these objectives shall be those 
which will develop in the child in the largest measure: 
1. The ideals o£ worthy individual and social purpose. 
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2. Powers o£ ~-direction, ~-appraisal, and sel£-control. 
3. Desire and ability to work cooperatively with others in 
the solution o£ social problems.l7 
It should be recognized that the statement o£ philosophy above sets 
up, as ideal, educational objectives which are very £ar in advance o£ pres-
ent achievement. Neither the curricula nor the methods o£ teaching approx-
imate the ideal. This is probably as it should be as the £unction o£ an 
ideal is to serve as a guide to progress, and to be used £or many years to 
come . Reasonable achievement, intelligent e££ort, and persistent progress 
17The Public School Code o£ the Hamtramck , Michigan, Public Schools, 
p. 14. 
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toward the ideal should be the goals of each agent as they are the stand-
ards by which evaluation is made. 
Descriptive ratings of teachers should be made only after actual 
observation of a teacher's work, and many times these ratings are approved 
and signed by the teacher before actual evaluations are made. In cases 
of irreconcilable differences of opinion, supplementary ratings by other 
personnel may be used as a means of harmonizing conflicts of opinion with 
regards to the facts in the case. Fosdick in his study brings out this 
general point: 
Despite the variations in the format of evaluation instruments, 
certain common denominators have been evident in all teacher ap-
praisal programs developed by California districts since the 
committee's 1951 report: (1) evaluation of teachers' services 
is cooperative, the teacher having full knowledge of. any adminis-
trative evaluation for re-employment purposes, (2) the teacher 
signs the appraisal form after it has been discussed by himself 
and the evaluator, (3) some opportunity or machinery is established 
by which the teacher can offer additional evidence in his own be-
half if he feels that the evaluation is undeservedly low.l8 
Any teacher who feels that his ability has been unjustly evaluated 
should have the opportunity of writing out and sending to the superintendent 
of schools, for presentation to the school board for review, the reasons 
why the evaluation is considered unjust. It should naturally be expected 
that such cases will be few, but provision for such appeal should be made 
to cover the irregular and special cases which arise inevitably under aey 
system. 
18H. A. Fosdick, 111'lerit Rating--HovT and By 'Whom?" School Executive, 
51:59, January, 1956. 
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In evaluating the worth of a teacher, the evaluating committee 
must have adequate data. Many essential facts about personality, pbys-
ical fitness, general intelligence, training, and experience are sup-
plied by routine tests and records made at the time the teacher was admit-
ted to the system. Other facts about the present health, attendance, 
continued training, and contributions of the teacher are supplied by the 
school's existing and current records. However, there is need for c ompar-
able data with regards to how the teacher functions as a member of the 
school faculty, and here the importance of a descriptive report becomes 
vital data to the evaluating committee. This report should picture for 
the evaluating committee facts about a teacher's: instructional method 
and skill, professional attitude and spirit, professional leadership, social 
efficiency, executive ability, and adaptability. Peterson includes the fol-
lowing in teacher evaluation: 
(1) preparation and pianning; (2) recognition of and pro-
vision for individual difference; (3) motivation; (4) command 
of subject matter; (5) teaching techniques; (6) classroom 
control; and (7) classroom atmosphere.l9 
It must be considered in reporting that a principal frequently finds 
a teacher with a peculiar temperament, organization of ability, or other 
characteristics in spite of which he may be able to use her with such ef-
fectiveness that in relation to the other teachers, he will feel that he 
l9c. H. Peterson, "Five Basic Steps to a Practical Merit Plan,u 
American School Board Journal, 135:27, November, . 1957. 
must in justice rate her very high; at the same time he may be perfectly 
aware that under same other principal, or under other conditions, she 
would be very much less ei'i'ective. 
Ranking report. This type of reporting on teacher evaluation seems 
to be found less frequently in the literature reviewed; very i'ew committees 
seem to be in agreement as to the value and fairness of the ranking report. 
A system of this type requires the rater to list the teachers of 
a school in order of excellence, placing the best teacher at the top oi' 
the list and continuing until all teachers are included. 
Sometimes it bas been suggested to list the top six teachers in order 
then the bottom six leaving a space in between to work down and up, thus 
completing the list. One criticism of this procedure is that uncertainty 
develops as you reach the center or mid-point of the ranking report. This 
type of device in regards to merit rating is the only technique, in the 
opinion of the writers, which justii'y the following comments of the group 
who attended the 11Study Conference on Merit Rating" sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Classroom Teachers of the National Education Association in Wash-
ington, D. C., November 23-24, 1956. 
1. Merit rating tends to lower morale, since it places 
teachers in competitive positions for salary increments. 
2. Merit rating is usually an administrative technique i'or 
controlling educational costs of instruction, rather than 
a means of promoting better teaching. 
3. Merit rating tends to reduce cooperation between teacher 
and administrator. 
4. Merit rating conditions teacher attitudes; this can be 
detrimental to pupils. 
5. Merit rating reduces professionalim in teaching and tends 
to reduce teachers to the role of laborers, rather than 
encourage them to become competent professional employees. 
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6. Merit rating often inhibits the cooperative discussion be-
tween teacher groups and boards of education regarding salary 
matters.20 
Combinations. From the several devices listed and reported upon, 
many combinations and variations have developed, especially in the present 
years. One is the check scale ~ characterization report which is used 
in many present school systems today. This type is generally found at the 
end of a check scale where the rater is requested to give a summary or 
general characterization of the teacher being rated after the check scal e 
has been filled out. Cooper mentions this type of device by saying: 
Evidence of the quality of teaching can be accumulated as a 
basis for appraisal. This is not to deny the need for fUrther 
improving the processes and techniques for gathering and summar-
izing objective evidence.Zl 
Another combination is the check scale and guided-comment report. 
This device simply follows the check scale procedure and asks the rater 
at the end to: indicate strengths or weaknesses, make comments on teacher 
abilities, make recommendations, or describe teachers as an all-around 
person. 
20nstudy Conference on Merit Rating, 11 Department of Classroom Teachers 
of the National Education Association, November, 1956. 
21n. H. Cooper, 11Techniques for Teacher Appraisal Needed," Elementary 
School Journal, 48:354, -March, 1948 . 
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Still another combination mentioned is the check scale and descrip-
tive evaluation. The same pattern is carried out by describing outstand-
ing or unsatisfactory situations which occur during the school year at the 
end of the check scale. The descriptions are usually described in detail 
but often time center on simply one event or situation, rather than many 
different happenings throughout the school year. 
The guided-comment and characterization report is a combination of 
words and phrases used to guide comments in a general characterization of 
a teacher's worth in a school system in terms of: "Superior," "Good," 
"Average," or "Poor." Sometimes it may be applied to letter descriptions 
of: "A, 11 "B," 11 C," or 11D. 11 The rater is usually asked to list general 
comments leading to one of the above classifications. Many raters dis-
approve of this device because of the time element involved, especially in 
large school systems with many teachers. However, it is brought out in 
the Summit, New Jersey, Teacher Merit Plan, that: 
Raters must have ample time to observe and confer with 
teachers.22 
A combination of three devices is found in the check scale, guided-
comment, ~characterization report. This technique consists of using 
the check scale with guided words or phrases at the end of the scale by 
the rater, to develop an over-all picture of the teacher in regards to 
characterization of 11Superior," 11 Good, 11 "Average," or "Poor" classification. 
2211 Teacher Merit Plans That Work, 11 American School Board Journal, 
136:28, April, 1958. 
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This device may be considered as a three-way check on the teacher to be 
evaluated. 
The last combination found is the three-way check scale, descrip-
tive evaluation, and characterization report. This follows the same 
pattern as above by writing a description of the teachers effectiveness 
at the end of a check scale substantiating the general characterization 
of "Superior," 11 Good,11 "Average," or "Poor." 
-. 
To summarize instruments and devices, Rose makes the following re-
marks: 
Scales--Excellent to Unsatisfactory. A scale may be a visual 
continuance with reference points along the way or it may have 
fixed response points with no opportunity to mark in between 
them. A scale may be marked off in letter grades, number grades, 
by descriptive words or phrases, or comments, or even by names 
of persons or known objects which typify the various scale posi-
tions or some combination of these. Scales may have any number 
of steps from two up, though 15 is about the maximum number ordin-
arily used; most have from 4 to 9 steps, with 5 probably the mode, 
and odd numbered ones predominating because of the normal curve 
concept.23 
23 
Gale Rose, 11Towards the Evaluation of Teaching," Educational Leader-
ship, 15:232, January, 1958. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
No dilemma of modern education has been more persistent than that 
of merit rating. Ample evidence of this fact is to be folllld in the vast 
amount of literature covering the pros and cons of this issue which appear 
in news prints, education journals, committee reports, pamphlets, and 
papers. On many occasions, this topic has served as subject for intense 
and interesting debate. Many school systems have adopted and then rejected 
varying programs~ merit rating. Some are in the immediate process of de-
veloping programs they believe to be the answer. Proponents point hope-
fully to the few places where claims of success have been made, while the 
opposition quickly indicates the many failur.es and says 11wait11 • Many, if 
not most, of the organizations concerned with American education have been 
vocal on this subject. In more recent years, school boards, community lead-
ers, business men, legislators, and an increasing number of parents have 
moved into the arena to let their voices be heard on the subject. With 
the greatly increased awareness on the part of the general public of the 
many present problems of education, has CQme this awakened interest in de-
termining and awarding superior teaching. As in the case of the debate con-
ducted during the American Association of School Administrators Convention 
in Atlantic City, February 15~18, 1959, legislators are answering the charge 
of some educators that the reason for the interest of legislatures in merit 
rating is to give 11 decent" salaries to but a few who would be judged "meri-
torious". They say that, on the contrary, they represent constituencies, 
lOl 
many of whom are employed in situations as complicated as that of teach-
ing, and yet are subject to 11ratings11 for salary increases and promotions, 
and that these constituen~ies are ready and anxious to reward effective 
teaching whenever the profession is ready to buckle down to the task of 
"rating" them. 
The problem of merit rating is not diminishing; L~ fact the mounting 
pressures on the part of laymen, legislators, and many educational adminis-
trators indicate that more and more systems will be studying further into 
its many aspects. 
As 11rating11 plans have been tried out, adapted, discarded, or com-
pletely renovated, more thorough and exhaustive study has resulted. Hence, 
in contrast with early literature, the more recent has recognized the mul-
titudinous complexities inherent. Instead of merely discussing techniques 
of rating, later writers have delved into the area of desirability or un-
desirability of teacher rating. Self-evaluation by teachers, teacher 
morale, conflicting philosophies, rating as a cooperative venture including 
classroom teachers, are all aspects and implications included with greater 
frequency in recent writings. 
There is no simple answer to the delicate problem of establishing 
criteria to be used to determine superior teachers and teaching. The com-
plexities involved are too numerous. This is not to say,however, that it 
can't be done, and successfully. It has been done, and in a way acceptable 
to and respected by the teachers being rated. From the literature of the 
past decade reviewed in this paper, the follmving positive suggestions are 
offered. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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1. Merit rating and evaluation is accomplished with teachers, 
not to them. In setting up criteria, be sure the teachers 
themselves have a voice in their establishment. More often 
than not this will improve the quality of the program and 
always guarantees greater acceptance on the part of the 
teacher. 
2. Consider as an essential step the clarification and, as far 
as possible, the unifYing of philosophies regarding objec-
tives and goals of education. 
3. Pupil achievement. Pupil gain is the criterion most often 
projected as of primary importance. Subject-matter progress 
is, of course, only one of many avenues of progress to be 
noted. Character development, emotional stability, physical 
grmrt.h and stamina, the development of mo:bor skills, social 
adjustments--these are all areas in >-rhich pupil gain must be 
considered. It must also be acknowledged that many factors 
influence progress other than a particular teacher--native 
intelligence, home environment, companions, former teachers, 
availability of teaching tools, outside classroom opportun-
ities, including travel and other direct purposeful eA~eriences. 
Many administrators will not admit, however, that fairly ac-
curate measure cannot be made of a teacher's effectiveness in 
bringing about average or superior pupil gain. Some feel that 
by test and retest, careful and continuous observation and re-
ports, a fair measure of accuracy can be expected. 
4. The personal qualities of the superior teacher should be noted. 
They are not difficult to determine. Such items as vitality, 
integrity, sincerity, cooperativeness, moral conduct, consis-
tency between professions and actions, love and respect of 
children, mental poise, friendliness, discretion in dress, 
cleanliness and neatness, voice modulation, clarity of diction 
and thought expression, and social intercourse skills. 
5. Certain professional qualities of superior teaching must be 
considered, such as basic and advanced training in qualified 
schools and in the specific areas of service, development of 
the many and varied classroom techniques including effective 
planning, assigning, testing, encouraging democratic partici-
pation, attention to most motivational procedures, considera-
tion of individual needs, and many others. 
/ 
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6. The relationship of the teacher with all personnel involved, 
including colleagues, administrators, pupils, parents and 
the community at large, must also be taken into account. 
Participation in extra-curricular activities, school spon-
sored and community sponsored, with a spirit of willingness 
and with competence, can be expected of the superior teacher. 
7. Remember that the primary and only educationally defensible 
role of merit rating is to help improve the competence of 
teachers and ameliorate the school curriculum. 
8. The preparation of a merit salary program must not be hurried 
or mistakes may be made and harm may be done that will be dif-
ficult to correct. Neither a merit plan nor a rating instru-
ment should be borrowed from another community "in toto11 • A 
community must carefully study its o~m needs and tailor~make 
its own plan and instrument. 
9. All merit programs should include plans for continual re-
evaluation of the program itself. As times change, so too 
must merit rating progress. 
10. Valid evaluation takes time and study. Every person doing 
evaluating must be able to devote a considerable amount of 
time to this role. 
11. A merit rating program should extend throughout a school system. 
12. No one should expect a merit salary system to correct an in-
adequate salary plan. A community should have substantial and 
competitively high salary schedule before undertaking a merit 
rating plan. 
13. A community should not e.A-pect a merit salary plan to save 
money. Actually, the costs of such a system are high because 
teachers salaries will be raised substantially and there will 
be need of e.A~ra administrators to handle the over-all merit 
plan. 
14. In order to smoothly and effectively administer a merit salary 
schedule, a community must have the cooperation and assistance 
of all administrators and teachers. 
15. A merit program should be conducted cooperatively by committees 
representing the school board,the parents, the community, the 
teachers and the school administration. 
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Proponents of merit rating assert, at least in a few areas where 
success has been achieved, that through cooperation and patient persever-
ance, acceptable criteria for judging competence and excellence in teaching 
have been established. They recognize that no one system will work in 
every place but insist that a workable plan is within reach of all districts 
willing to pay the price of setting up organizational machinery which will 
include full staff cooperation, and then carrying through with provision 
for constant revision until an effective and acceptable plan emerges. The 
rewards would be great, they contend, in terms of (1) attracting better, 
more professional individuals into teaching, (2) improving through merit-
pay motivation the quality of presently employed teachers, (3) satisfying 
legislators that superior teaching has at last been identified, thus making 
it possible for them to vote with constituency backing, superior salaries 
for superior teaching. 
Opponents become rapidly vocal whenever remuneration becomes involved 
in this question. The great complexities of teaching caused by the many 
variable factors influencing pupils,the many-sided interactions of students 
with students, students with parents and other adults, students with other 
teachers, all such complications, they contend, make the selection of su-
. 
perior teaching from average teaching or average teaching from poor teaching 
a difficult it not impossible task. They point to the many districts who 
have ceased merit schedule programs as ample proof of their contentions. 
And so while the great minds in American education come to grips in 
continuing debate over whether or not superior teaching can be determined 
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from such a complicated, complex task as teaching, Johnnie and Jane who 
sit in the classrooms throughout the breadth of this country, and without 
any concept of all the involvements, will tell you at the drop of the hat 
the best teachers in the school--and what's more, they're probably right. 
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APPENDIX A 
CHECK SCA.IE 
(Check in one column opposite each item) » 
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I. Personal Equipment 
l. Health and vigor: ability to stand up 
-
under the work assigned. 
2. Bearing or carriage: poised; self-possessed. 
3. Atmosphere: _ enthusiastic; cheerful; 
sympathetic. 
4. Voice: pleasing to hear; distinct enuncia-
tion of syllables and words; carrying power. 
5. Use of English. 
6. Qpen-mindedness: 
a. to listen to the presentation of views 
by those directly interested. 
b. to welcome, and to give credit for, 
constructive suggestions from parents, 
pupils, teachers, supervisors, and 
administrators. 
c. to delegate responsibility. 
d. to seek constantly for more efficient 
methods to operate his school. 
7. Industry: steady application to the work. 
8. Punctuality: punctuality and cheerfulness 
in the performance of all school duties. 
9. Promptness and thoroughness in making out 
official reports. 
10. Dependability in 
-
a. acceptance of responsibility 
b. working out of details of ne-r1 problems. 
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11. Ability to meet unusual situations and 
emergencies with qualities of 
a. self-control. 
b. poise 
c. good judgment; sense of justice. 
d. firmness. 
e. optimism. 
--
12. Ability to win and to hold 
a. the respect and confidence of teachers. 
b. the respect and confidence of pupils. 
c. the respect and confidence of patrons. 
d. the respect and confidence of profes-
sional associates. 
13. Ability to get things done promptly and 
accurately through 
a. the ready cooperation of assistants 
b. the delegation of responsibility 
I I. Academic, Professional, and Technical Equipment 
l. General scholarship. · (No special reference 
to degrees held) 
2. Professional interest and growth shown .bY 
a. membership and participation in pro-
fessional organizations. 
b. credits in advanced academic, profes-
sional, and technical courses. 
c. travel. 
d. familiarity with professional literature . 
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e. contributions in the interests of the 
whole school s,ystem and the teaching 
profession. Examples: esprit de corps 
amnng pupils, teachers, and members of 
community; constructive suggestions 
offered to the Superintendent of Schools 
and associates. 
3. Qualities of leadership shown by 
a. ability to originate constructive 
educational ideas, and power to 
influence others to adopt them. 
II I. Condition of Entire School Building 
1. Good housekeeping in having everything in its 
right place. 
2. Adequacy and immediate availability of all 
teaching material required by all departments. 
3. Posture of pupils and advantageous seating 
position for those pupils who have some pbys-
ical handicap--deformity, defective sight and 
hearing, or weakened physical condition. 
4. Light, direction of, regulation of window 
shades, centering of movable desks and tables 
to focus attention and avoid strong light 
glares; continuous attention to temperature 
and ventilation. 
5. Atmosphere of industry and good management in 
evidence throughout the building. 
GUIDED-COm-lENT REPORT 
I. Indicate points of strength and accomplishments. 
II . I ndicate points of v.reakness and deficiency. 
III. Co~nent on t eacher ' s ability to establish good personal relations . 
IV. Describe teacher ' s health and physical condition. 
V. Give evidence of growth and improvement of the t Aacher. 
VI . State yon.r opinion of the t eacher ' s potential value. 
VII. Describe the t eacher r s professional attitude and professional 
qualities . 
CHIUL~CTERI~~TION REPORT 
Please indicate yom· total i mpression of the teacher ' s 
merit: 
School 
-------------------------------------
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(Signature of rater) 
DESCRIPTIVE RATING 
In describing the t eacher t s 1-vorth to y our school system, durine 
your observations, please consider the follo't-r.i.TI_g : 
l. Instructional method and sldll 
2. Professional attitude and spirit 
3. Professi onal leadership 
4. Social efficiency 
5. Executive ability 
6. Adaptability 
Observation Comments : 
RANK ORDER RA.TIID CARD 
List below in order of excellence, placing the best teacher at the 
top of the list until all teachers are included. 
·Teacher 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12 . 
13 . 
lL~ . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
APPENDIX B 
MERIT EVALUATION CHART 
PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 Appearance 
2 Health 
3 Industriousness 
4 Moral integrity 
5 Emotional stability 
6 Open-mindedness and toler-
ance in outlook on life 
7 1<Jell mannered 
8 Conscientious 
9 Thor01.1ghness 
10 Cooperation 
AVERAGE 
CLA.SSROCl-1 INSTRUCTION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 "Discipline 
2 Lesson organization 
3 Presentation of lesson 
4 Variety of methods and 
materials used 
_2 Classroom appearance 
6 Mastery of subject matter 
7 Use of testing as a means 0.1 
effective instruction 
8 Adaptations of work to the 
differences in pupils 
9 Desire to improve teaching 
methods 
10 Attention to administrative 
details 
AVEP..A.GE 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
l Pride in being a teacher 
2 Support of professional 
organizations 
3 Professional spirit 
4 Personal responsibility 
for individual growth 
·- AVERA.GE 
In order to be eligible for 
merit rating a teacher must 
attain a minimum average ra-
ting of 7.5. 
Directions: 
Using the Guided Evaluation 
Sheet, attached, and the 
Graded Key, below, score the 
individual items under the 
four general criteria accord-
ing to the teacher•s worth. 
Accumulate the item scores 
and figure the average for 
each criteria. Place this 
average in the Weighted Cri-
terion. Multiply the indi-
vidual percent criterion by 
the percentage noted and com-
pute the final average. 
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RE~.<\.TIONS i<JITH OTHERS 
I Teacner-admi~strat1on 
2 Teacher-parent 
3 Teacher-teacher 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4 
3 
2 
l 
AVERA.GE 
GRADED KEY 
1 = Unsatisfactory 6 = Above Average 
2 = Very Poor 7 = Very Good 
3 = Poor 8 = Superior 
4 = Below Average 9 = Very Superior 
5 = Average 10 = Outstanding 
GUIDES FOR MERIT RATING CHART 
I. Personal Qualifications 
A. Presents a neat and personable appearance 
1. Is appropriately dressed 
2. Is poised 
3. Gives evidence of good humor and pleasantness 
in facial expressions and mannerisms 
B. Has good health 
1. Displays energy in voice and movement 
2. Seldom is absent because of sickness 
3. Superior mental health demonstrated by calmness 
and clear thinking in time of stress 
4. Stamina to perform the multitude of tasks of daily 
routine without overtaxing physical capacity 
C. Is industrious 
1. Does not waste time in 11corridor conferences" or 
abuse of 11coffee11 and 11cigarette11 breaks 
2. Gets at the job promptly and stays with it to 
completion 
3. Is unselfish of time and is devoted to the needs 
of children 
4. Preparation of materials, demonstrations, and 
classroom needs without loss of pupil time 
D. Has moral integrity 
1. Is frank and honest with parents, pupils, super-
visors 
2. Expresses opinions based on facts to the person 
directly involved 
3. Stands up for principles even though they are 
unpopular 
4. Exemplifies high personal standards of conduct 
E. Is emotionally stable 
1. Control of temper 
2. Adjusts readily in difficult and upsetting situations 
3. Displays patience 
4. Thinks calmly and acts effectively 
F. Is open-minded and tolerant in outlook on life 
1. Entertains new ideas and examines thoroughly 
before judgment 
2. Accepts other points of view graciously even 
when in disagreement 
3. Can accept and work with those of different 
opinions and philosophies 
4. Encourages examination of facts by associates and 
pupils, rather than acceptance of dogma 
G. Is well mannered 
1. Demonstrates knowledge of etiquette 
2. Makes others "comfortable" 
3. Treats people-with respect 
4. Good manners are couched in sincerity 
H. Is conscientious 
1. Can be depended upon to perform assigned duties 
without supervision 
2. Accepts responsibilities that are not specifically 
assigned but that contribute to smooth operation 
of the organization 
3. Anticipates needs and contributes to solutions 
voluntarily 
4. Does not measure extent of personal effort against 
amount of remuneration 
I. Is thorough 
1. Follows directions carefully and completely 
2. Corrects pupils papers painstakingly 
3. Develops habits of thoroughness in children by 
insistence and example 
4. Investigates all details of program 
J. Is willing to cooperate 
1. Works for the benefit of the group 
2. Accepts change without grmnbling 
3. Does not oppose administrative procedures evolved 
for the good of the group even when they cause 
personal hardship 
4. Offers assistance 
II. Classroom Instruction 
A. Maintains good discipline 
B. 
c. 
D. 
1. A few necessary rules are practiced without 
exception 
2. A quiet, studious atmosphere .. is maintained 
3. Mutual respect is apparent between teacher and 
pupils 
4. Opportunities are provided for developing self 
discipline 
Has a lesson that is well organized 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Lesson plans and/or unit plans have been written 
The lesson has one or more clear-cut objectives 
Materials are on hand for use or study 
Assignments are made early enough so that careful 
explanations can be made to pupils 
The teacher endeavors to associate new learnings 
with present knowledge and experience of pupils 
Gives a skillful presentation of the lesson 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Uses a 
lesson 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Development of generalizations follows consideration 
of several facts or principles 
Vocabulary is continuously expanded 
Information is drawn from pupils by skillful 
questioning 
Pupils and teacher seek important points from 
new materials 
Drill is associated with understanding and 
psychological principles 
variety of methods and materials in presenting the 
The lecture method is used occasionally, with ample 
opportunity for pupils to "learn by doing11 
Group activity is promoted-to help pupils. work 
together efficiently 
Audio-visual aids are used frequently as a part of 
the unit, to introduce and supplement 
Unit plans are frequently used 
All pupils are trained to recite clearly 
Facts learned are applied in solution of problems 
E. The classroom is attractive and healthy 
1. Attention is given to proper lighting and ventilation 
2. Bulletin displays are attractive and changed 
frequently 
3. Good habits in the use of public property are 
maintained 
4. Pupils share with the teacher the responsibilities 
of classroom care 
5. Materials are distributed and collected efficiently 
F. Mastery of subject matter is demonstrated 
1. Teacher demonstrates knmvledge beyond student materials 
2. Breadth and background information by teacher creates 
confidence 
3. Teacher's attitude demonstrates appreciation of need 
for "finding out11 
4. Teacher is studying to increase store of information 
G. Uses testing as a means of effective instruction 
1. Teacher-made tests are based on facts and concepts 
thoroughly taught 
2. Frequent quizzes help the teacher diagnose pupil need 
3. The teacher has an understanding of proper use of 
aptitude tests 
4. Standardized achievement tests are used by the teacher 
to improve teaching where general weaknesses are shovm 
H. 1vork is adapted to the differences in pupils 
1. The teacher learns the capacity of his pupils by wise 
use of guidance folders 
2. Materials used have meaning and importance to the 
intellectual level of the pupil 
3. Special help is given in reading and vocabulary building 
4. Pupils are motivated to achieve to the level of their 
ability 
I. Is continuously seeking ways to improve teaching methods 
l. Is not afraid to try ne\v ideas 
2. Pupils are given choices in worthwhile activities 
3. Teacher reads about and observes other methods 
4. Nevi methods are given fair trials before discarding 
J. Attends to administrative details e~ficiently and promptly 
1. Completes required reports fully, accurately, 
promptly 
2. Carries out special assignments, such as corridor duty 
and recess supervision, conscientiously 
3. Starts and dismisses classes promptly 
4. Observes rules set up ~or smooth operation of the 
school meticulously 
III. Professional Qualifications 
A. Is proud to be a teacher 
1. We cannot expect others to hold our pro~ession in high 
regard if we do not show by our actions that we so hold 
ourselves 
2. Helps to advance the cause o~ education and the teaching 
profession through enthusiasm ~or his work 
3. Is alert to opportunities to interpret the work o~ the 
school in order to bring about better public understanding 
4. Helps whenever possible to interest qualified students 
to enter the teaching profession 
B. Supports pro~essional organizations 
c. 
1. Has membership in the local, state, and national 
educational associations 
2. Attends all state meetings ~or it i s recognized that 
released school time is given ~or this purpose 
3 . Attends the local association meetings on a regular basis 
4. Willingly assumes responsibility ~or leadership and 
committee assignments in the local organization 
5. Is willing to make contributions in his o-vm pro~essional 
group at the state and regional level 
Has a 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
deep-rooted pro~essional spirit 
Talks ~avorably about other teachers, other schools, the 
parents and the students 
Is generous with time and ener gy f or t he good of t he 
school 
Does not exploit sick leave privileges 
Assumes individual responsibility f or t he improvement 
o~ the school 
Is interested i n school activities outside of t he 
classroom 
D. Takes 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
a personal responsibility for individual grov~h 
Seeks professional grovnh through in-service training 
and advanced study 
Professional grow~h is also achieved through research, 
travel, curriculum stuqy, workshops, committee member-
ship, each of which must be evaluated in relation to 
its effect on the school program 
Continuously tries to discover new ideas which make his 
teaching more effective 
Keeps abreast of the latest development in his field 
As he groviS in experience he has the opportunity to 
contribute to the profession by writings, panels, and 
committee work be~ond the local level 
IV. Relations with others 
A. Teacher-administration relationship 
1. Cooperates in administrative policies 
a. supports all school policies 
b. consistently fulfills all assigned obligations 
without requiring supervision 
c. is willing to cooperate in making 
successful procedures of which he 
does not necessarily approve 
d. makes every effort to solve disciplinary 
problems himself before seeking aid from 
the principal 
2 . Follows suggestions for improvement 
a. accepts constructive criticism graciously 
b. is willing to compromise when necessary 
c. is willing to face facts 
3. Offers practical suggestions for school improvement 
a. responds with sound ideas to requests for 
suggestions 
b. is alert to need and volunteers constructive 
suggestions fnr improvement 
4. Willingly helps with appropriate extra assignments 
a. does well and pleasantly extra assignments 
b. volunteers to help on matters requiring 
extra time 
• 
B. Teacher-parent relationship 
1. Supports parent-teacher activities 
a. attends scheduled meetings consistently 
b. participates in these planned occasions 
and capitalizes on the opportunity to 
develop mutual cooperation and esteem 
2. Promotes free and easy communication between the 
school and home 
a. makes parents feel free to come for class 
visits and conferences 
b. is courteous and tactful in conferences with 
parents 
c. considers carefully and takes appropriate 
action on all parents• comments and criticisms 
d. makes reasonable effort to inform parents when 
pupils deviate from usual standards of perform-
ance and/or behavior 
e. helps parents to understand grade aims and 
activity 
C. Teacher-teacher relationship 
1. Is loyal to~mrds other teachers 
a. maintains a professional attitude towards all 
members of the teaching staff. The golden 
rule of professional ethics is that if you can't 
say anything good about a person, don't say 
anything 
b. actively denounces unjustified, desparaging 
remarks concerning other teachers 
c. exercises self-control when in a discussion 
among teachers 
2. Cooperates with other teachers 
a. assists in the orientation of new teachers 
b. is always constructive in valid criticism of 
the ideas and suggestions of other teachers 
c. shows a readiness to obtain and pass on to other 
teachers latest information in his and in their 
field 
d. coordinates his work with that of other subject-
matter teachers whenever possible 
e. commands the respect of other teachers 
